Afraid of Bear to Zuni: Surnames in English of Native American Origin found within Marquette University Archival Collections

Oftentimes names of Native American origin are based on objects with descriptive adjectives. The following list, which is not comprehensive, comprises approximately 1,000 name variations in English found within the Marquette University archival collections. The names originate from over 50 tribes based in 15 states and Canada. Tribal affiliations and place of residence are noted.

**History:** In ancient times it was customary for children to be named at birth with a name relating to an animal or physical phenomenon. Later males in particular received names noting personal achievements, special encounters, inspirations from dreams, or physical handicaps. By 1900, Native Americans adopted the custom of adding surnames or family names after their personal or first names. Also by this time many used names of non-Indian origin and a number of names of Indian origin were translated from the native languages into English, French, or Spanish. English translations are used mostly in midwestern and western states; French mostly in northern states, Louisiana, and Canada; and Spanish mostly in southwestern states and Latin America. Furthermore, a number of Indian origin names, were eventually shortened to one-word names, making a few indistinguishable from names of non-Indian origin.

**Name Categories:** Personal and family names of Indian origin contrast markedly with names of non-Indian origin.
1. Personal and family names from Christian saints (e.g. Juan, Johnson): natives- rare; non-natives- common
2. Family names from jobs (e.g. Miller): natives- rare; non-natives- common
3. Family names from places (e.g. Rivera): natives- rare; non-native- common
4. Personal and family names from achievements, attributes, or incidents relating to the person or an ancestor (e.g. Shot with two arrows): natives- yes; non-natives- yes
5. Personal and family names from their clan or totem (e.g. White bear): natives- yes; non-natives- no
6. Personal or family names from dreams and visions of the person or an ancestor (e.g. Black elk): natives- yes; non-natives- no

**Tribes/ Ethnic Groups:** Names are expressed according to the following Library of Congress terms. Additional names noted to the right of the terms are alternative names not used in this list.

Apache
Arapaho
Atsina = Gros Ventre
Caddo
California = various tribes, not specified
Catawba
Chehalis
Chelen
Cheyenne
Chickasaw
Chinook
Colville
Commanche
Coeur d’Alene
Cowlitz
Crow
Dakota = Brule, Dakota, Hunkpapa,
    Lakota, Oglala, Sans Arc, Santee,
    Sioux, Sisseton, Wahpeton
Delaware
Eskimo = Yupic
Haida
Isleta
Kalapuya
Kickapoo
Klamath
Kootenai
Lummi
Maricopa
Menominee
Navajo
Nez Perce
Nespelem
Nespelem
Nehalem
Nisqually
Nooksack
Ojibwa
Okanagan
Oneida
Osage
Ottawa
Pawnee
Pima
Potawatomi
Puyallup
Salish = Flathead
Sauk and Fox
Seminole
Shoshoni
Siksika = Blackfoot, Blackfeet
Spokane
Swinomish
Tlingit
Tulalip
Umpqua
Winnebago = Ho Chunk
Wenatchi
Yakima
Yuma
Zuni

**Places:** U.S. states are abbreviated using U.S. Postal Service Zipcodes, plus Canada.
Alaska
Arizona
California
Idaho
Montana
Michigan
Minnesota
New Mexico
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Oregon
South Dakota
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Canada

**Unknowns:** Question marks hold and denote unknown tribes and/or places.

**ABOUT**
Runs About, Cheyenne, MT

**ABOVE**
Rock Above, Crow, MT
Runs Above, Cheyenne, MT
Runs Above, Dakota, MT
Runs Above, Dakota, SD

**AFRAID**
Afraid of Bear, Dakota, SD
Afraid of Hawk, Dakota, ND
Afraid of Cloud, Dakota, ?
Afraid of Eagle, Dakota, ?
Afraid of his Horse, Dakota, ?
Afraid of Kettle, Dakota, ?
Afraid of Medicine, Dakota, ?
Afraid of Nothing, Dakota, ?
Afraid of Shooting, Dakota, ?
Afraid of Soldier, Dakota, ?
Afraid of Hawk, Dakota, SD
Man Afraid, Dakota, ?
Man Afraid of his Horses, Dakota, ?
Not Afraid, Dakota, ?
Not Afraid, Crow, MT
Not Afraid of Anything, Dakota, ?
Not Afraid of Bear, Dakota, ?
Young Man Afraid of his Horses, Dakota, ?

AFTER
After Buffalo, Siksika, WA
Comes After Bear, Dakota, ?

AHEAD
Goes Ahead, Crow, MT
The One who Goes Ahead Running, Dakota, ?

ALIVE
Kills Him Alive, Dakota, SD

ALL
All Goes, Dakota, ?
All Over Black, Dakota, ?
Brother of All, Dakota, ?
Red All Over, Dakota, ?

ALONE
Chase Alone, Dakota, SD

AMERICAN
American Bear, Dakota, SD
American Horse, Cheyenne, MT
American Horse, Dakota, SD

AMONG
Among the Hail, Dakota, ?

ANGEL
Angel, Dakota, SD

ANTELOPE
Antelope, Arapaho, WY
Antelope, Cheyenne, MT
Antelope, Coeur d’Alene, ID
Horned Antelope, Dakota, SD
Howling Antelope, Cheyenne, MT
Howling Antelope, Cheyenne, MT
Little Antelope, Arapaho, WY
White Antelope, Arapaho, MT
White Antelope, Cheyenne, MT

ANY
Not Afraid of Anything, Dakota, ?

APPEARING
Appearing Elk, Dakota, ?

APPLE
Apple, Dakota, SD

ARAPAHO
Arapahoe, Dakota, SD

ARM
Stiffarm, Atsina, MT
Crooked Arm, Crow, MT
Red Arm, Dakota, ?

AROUND
Lookaround, Menominee, WI

ARROW, ARROWS
Hunts Arrow, Crow, MT
Lones Arrow, Dakota, ND
Plenty Arrows, Dakota, SD
Shot With Arrows, Dakota, SD
Shot With Two Arrows, Dakota, SD
Wounded Arrow, Dakota, SD

ATTACK
Attack Him, Dakota, SD

ASSINIBOINE
Assiniboine Ghost, Dakota, ?
Assiniboine, Dakota, ?
ATTACKING
Attacking Bear, Dakota, ?

AWKWARD
Awkward Face, Siksika, ?

BACK
Bachand, Ojibwa, WI
Backbone, Crow, MT
Bear backbone, Arapaho, WY
Bear's Back, Dakota, ?
Dog Back, Dakota, ?
High Back Bone, Dakota, ?
Killed on Horseback, Dakota, ?
Brings Him Back, Dakota, SD
Kills Back, Dakota, SD
Yellow Back, Dakota, ?

BACKWARD, BACKWARDS
Backward, Dakota, SD
Backwards, Dakota, ?
Dives Backwards, Cheyenne, MT

BAD
Bad Bear, Crow, MT
Bad Bear, Dakota, SD
Bad Cob, Dakota, SD
Bad Cob, Dakota, SD
Bad Elk, Dakota, ?
Bad Fool, Dakota, ?
Bad Foot, Dakota, ?
Bad Hand, Dakota, SD
Bad Hat, Dakota, ?
Bad Heart Bull, Dakota, SD
Bad Horse, Cheyenne, MT
Bad Horse, Dakota, ?
Bad Iron, Dakota, ?
Bad Left Hand, Dakota, ?
Bad Lodge, Dakota, ?
Bad Milk, Dakota, SD
Bad Milk, Dakota, SD
Bad Moccasins, Siksika, ?
Bad Santee, Dakota, ?
Bad Tempered Bear, Dakota, ?
Bad Wound, Dakota, ?
Bad Wound, Dakota, SD

BADGER
Badger, Cheyenne, MT
Badger, Dakota, SD
Badger Head, Dakota, ?

BAGGAGE
Underbaggage, Dakota, SD

BALD
Bald Head, Arapaho, WY
Bald Head, Dakota, ?
Bald Eagle, Dakota, SD
High Bald Eagle, Dakota, SD
Little Bald Eagle, Dakota, SD

BALL
Yellow Ball, Dakota, ?

BARE
Bare Foot, Dakota, ?

BARK
Bark, Dakota, SD
Willow Bark, Dakota, ?

BASETER
Lodge Baseter, Arapaho, WY

BASS
Warbass, Lummi, WA

BAY
Bay, Dakota, ?
Blackorbay, Ojibwa, WI

BEAD, BEADED
Beaded Moccasins, Dakota, ?
Redbead, Cheyenne, MT
Redbeads, Cheyenne, MT
BEAR, BEAR’S, BEARS
Afraid of Bear, Dakota, SD
American Bear, Dakota, SD
Attacking Bear, Dakota, ?
Bad Bear, Crow, MT
Bad Bear, Dakota, SD
Bad Tempered Bear, Dakota, ?
Bear backbone, Arapaho, WY
Bear Bird, Dakota, ?
Bear Boy, Dakota, ?
Bear chum, Cheyenne, MT
Bear chum, Dakota, MT
Bear chum, Ojibwa, MT
Bear Comes Out, Cheyenne, MT
Bear Comes, Dakota, ?
Bear comesout, Cheyenne, MT
Bear Crane, Crow, MT
Bear Dog, Dakota, SD
Bear Eagle, Dakota, ?
Bear Eagle, Dakota, SD
Bear Elk, Dakota, ?
Bear Face, Dakota, ?
Bear Ghost, Dakota, ?
Bear grease, Ojibwa, WI
Bear hart, Ojibwa, WI
Bear Heels, Dakota, SD
Bear Horse, Dakota, SD
Bear in the Wood, Dakota, ?
Bear Killer, Dakota, SD
Bear King, Dakota, ND
Bear Man, Dakota, ?
Bear Necklace, Dakota, ?
Bear Nose, Dakota, SD
Bear Nose, Dakota, SD
Bear Paw, Dakota, ?
Bear Quiver, Cheyenne, MT
Bear Rib, Dakota, ?
Bear Robe, Dakota, SD
Bear Robe, Dakota, SD
Bear Runner, Dakota, SD
Bear Saves LiFe, Dakota, SD
Bear Shield, Dakota, SD
Bear Shield, Dakota, SD
Bear Skin Hat, Dakota, ?
Bear Soldier, Dakota, ?
Bear Stands High, Dakota, ?
Bear Stands High, Dakota, ?
Bear that Looks Behind, Dakota, ?
Bear Thunder, Dakota, ?
Bear track, Cherokee, OK
Bear track, Cheyenne, OK
Bear track, Kiowa, OK
Bear Tusk, Cheyenne, MT
Bear tusk, Cheyenne, MT
Bear tusk, Crow, MT
Bear with Yellow Ears, Dakota, ?
Bear with Yellow Ears, Dakota, ?
Bear, Arapaho, WY
Bear, Atsina, MT
Bear, Dakota, SD
Bear, Dakota, SD
Bear, Menominee, WI
Bear, Ojibwa, WI
Bear, Potawatomi, OK
Bearface, Dakota, ?
Bearing, Arapaho, WY
Bear's Back, Dakota, ?
Bear's Face, Dakota, ?
Bear's Heart, Dakota, ?
Bear's Rib, Dakota, ?
Bear's Tooth, Dakota, ?
Big Bear, Dakota, ?
Black Bear, Assiniboine, ?
Black Bear, Cheyenne, ?
Black Bear, Dakota, SD
Black Bear, Dakota, SD
Brave Bear, Dakota, ?
Brown Bear, Dakota, SD
Bull Bear, Dakota, ?
Bull Bear, Dakota, SD
Bull Bear, Dakota, SD
Bull Bear, Kiowa, OK
Bullbear, Kiowa, OK
Catch-the-Bear, Dakota, ND
Charging Bear, Dakota, SD
Chase the Bear, Dakota, SD
Chasing Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Chasing Bear, Dakota, ND,
Chasing the Bear, Dakota, ?
Chasingbear, Cheyenne, MT
Chief Bear, Dakota, ?
Chief of Bear, Dakota, ?
Circle Bear, Dakota, ?
Circling Bear, Dakota, ?
Comes After Bear, Dakota, ?
Comes Out Bear, Dakota, SD
Crazy Bear, Dakota, SD
Dreaming Bear, Dakota, SD
Eagle Bear, Dakota, SD
Fast Bear, Dakota, ?
Fearless Bear, Dakota, ?
Fight the Bear, Dakota, ?
Fighting Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Fool Bear, Dakota, ?
Forgetful Bear, Dakota, ?
Four Bears, Dakota, ?
Ghost Bear, Dakota, SD
Good Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Good Bear, Dakota, ?
Grabbing Bear, Dakota, SD
Grey Bear, Dakota, ND
Greybear, Dakota, ND
Groundbear, Arapaho, WY
He that Runs the Bear, Dakota, ?
High Bear, Dakota, ?
Hollow Bear, Dakota, ?
Hollow Horn Bear, Dakota, SD
Iron Sided Bear, Dakota, ?
Kicking Bear, ?, ?
Kicking Bear, Dakota, SD
Kills the Bear, Dakota, ?
Lame Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Lamebear, Cheyenne, MT
Lazy Bear, Dakota, ?
Little Bear, Dakota, SD
Little Bear, Osage, OK
Living Bear, Dakota, ?
Lone Bear, Arapaho, WY
Lone Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Lone Bear, Dakota, ?
Looking Bear, Dakota, ?
Loudbear, Menominee, WI
Low Bear, Dakota, ?
Mad Bear, Dakota, ?
Male Bear, ?, ?
Man Like a Bear, Dakota, ?
Medicine Bear Track, Dakota, ?

Medicine Bear, Dakota, SD
Not Afraid of Bear, Dakota, ?
One Bear, ?, MT
One that Kills the Bear, Dakota, ?
Playingbear, Cheyenne, MT
Plenty Bears, Dakota, ?
Poor Bear, Dakota, SD
Pretty Bear, Dakota, ?
Quick Bear, Dakota, SD
Red Bear, Dakota, SD
Red Breath Bear, Dakota, SD
Rich Bear, Arapaho, WY
Ridge Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Running Bear, Dakota, SD
Sleeping Bear, Arapaho, WY
Sleeping Bear, Dakota, SD
Slow Bear, Dakota, SD
Small Bear, Dakota, SD
Spotted Bear, Atsina, MT
Spotted Bear, Crow, MT
Spotted Bear, Dakota, SD
Standing Bear, ?, WY
Standing Bear, Dakota, SD
Starving Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Sun Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Top Bear, Dakota, SD
Turning Bear, Dakota, SD
Two Bear, Dakota, SD
Two Bears, Dakota, ND
Under Bear, Siksika, MT
Weasel Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Weasel Bear, Dakota, MT
Weasel Bear, Dakota, SD
White Bear Claws, Dakota, SD
White Bear, Dakota, SD
Wicked Bear, Dakota, ?
Wild Bear, Dakota, ?
Wolfbear, Arapaho, WY
Yellow Bear, ?, WY
Yellow Bear, Dakota, SD
Young Bear, Dakota, SD
Young Man Running Bear, Dakota, ?
Youngbear, Cheyenne, MT

BEAD
Whitebead, Caddo, OK
BEARD
Beard, Dakota, SD
Two-Beard, Dakota, ND

BEAST
Beast Bird, Dakota, ?

BEAVER
Beaver, Caddo, OK,
Beaver, Delaware, OK
Beaver, Menominee, WI
Beaver, Quapaw, OK
Big Beaver, Atsina, MT
Big Beaver, Siksika, MT

BED
Bed Quilt, Dakota, ?

BEEF
Beef Carrier, Dakota, ?

BEHIND
Bear that Looks Behind, Dakota, ?

BELLY, BELLIED
Crow Belly, Dakota, ?
Big Bellied Teacher, Dakota, ?
Bell Mule, Cheyenne, MT
Wounded Belly, Dakota, SD

BEND
Bend, Dakota, ?

BENT
Bent Foot, Dakota, ?

BETWEEN
Between Lodge, Dakota, SD

BIG
Big Bear, Dakota, ?
Big Beaver, Atsina, MT
Big Beaver, Siksika, MT
Big Bellied Teacher, Dakota, ?
Big Bodied Eagle, Dakota, ?
Big Book, Dakota, ?
Big Bow, Kiowa, OK
Big Boy, Dakota, ?
Big Boy, Dakota, SD
Big Boy, Ojibwa, WI
Big Corn Horn, Dakota, ?
Big Crow, Cheyenne, MT
Big Crow, Dakota, SD
Big Dog, Dakota, ?
Big Eagle Feather, Dakota, ?
Big Eagle, Dakota, ?
Big Eagle, Dakota, SD
Big Fire, Menominee, WI
Big Fool, Dakota, ?
Big Foot, Cheyenne, MT
Big Foot, Dakota, ?
Big Hair, Crow, MT
Big Hand, Dakota, ?
Big Hawk, Cheyenne, MT
Big Head Man, Cheyenne, MT
Big Head, Cheyenne, MT
Big Head, Dakota, ?
Big Headman, Cheyenne, MT
Big Left Hand, Cheyenne, MT
Big Looking Glass, Comanche, OK
Big Mane, Dakota, ?
Big Moccasin, Dakota, ?
Big Mouth, Dakota, ?
Big Owl, Dakota, SD
Big Partisan, Dakota, ?
Big Road, Dakota, ?
Big Robe, Assiniboinie, ?
Big Star, Dakota, ?
Big Track, Assiniboinie, ?
Big Wolf Foot, Dakota, ?
Big Wolf, Assiniboinie, ?
Bigcrow, Cheyenne, MT
Bigfire, Menominee, WI
Bigfoot, Cheyenne, MT
Big-foot, Cheyenne, MT
Bigfoote, Cheyenne, MT
Bigfootwhite, Cheyenne, MT
Bighair, Crow, MT
Bighawk, Cheyenne, MT
Bigheadman, Cheyenne, MT
Biglefthand, Cheyenne, MT  
Bigman, Arapaho, WY  
Bigshield, Arapaho, WY  
Bigwhitefoot, Cheyenne, MT  
Bigwolf, Colville, Canada  
Bigwolf, Okanagan, WA  
Bigwolf, Colville, WA  
Whitebigfoot, Cheyenne, MT

**BIRD, BIRDS**

Bear Bird, Dakota, ?  
Beast Bird, Dakota, ?  
Bird, Dakota, ?  
Black Bird, Dakota, SD  
Blue Bird, Dakota, ?  
Flying Bird, Dakota, ?  
Good Bird Voice, Dakota, ?  
High Bird, Dakota, ?  
Bird, Ojibwa, MI  
Bird, Winnebago, MI  
Little Bird, Dakota, ?  
Bird Head, Dakota, SD  
Bird Necklace, Dakota, SD  
Bird Tail, Arapaho, WY  
Bird Tail, Atsina, WY  
Bird Tail, Shoshoni, WY  
BirdsHead, ?, AZ  
BirdsHead, ?, OK  
Blackbird, ?, ND  
Blackbird, Atsina, MT  
Blackbird, Atsina, WY  
Blackbird, Dakota, SD  
Blackbird, Ojibwa, WI  
Blue Bird, Dakota, SD  
Bluebird, Dakota, SD  
Brave Bird, Dakota, SD  
Bravebird, Dakota, SD  
Blackbird, Potawatomi, KS  
Brown Bird, Cheyenne, MT  
Brownbird, Cheyenne, MT  
Brown-bird, Cheyenne, MT  
Eagle Bird, Dakota, SD  
Greybird, Ojibwa, WI  
Hairy Bird, Dakota, SD  
Little Bird, Cheyenne, MT  
Littlebird, Cheyenne, MT  
Little Bird, Cheyenne, MT  
Medicine Bird, Cheyenne, MT  
Red Bird, Cheyenne, MT  
Red Bird, Dakota, SD  
Red Bird, Kiowa, OK  
Swift Bird, Dakota, SD  
Two Birds, Dakota, ?  
Twobirds, Ojibwa, WI  
Whitebird, Cheyenne, MT  
Whitebird, Menominee, WI  
Whitebird, Ojibwa, WI  
Whitebird, Quapaw, OK  
White Bird, Cheyenne, MT  
White Bird, Dakota, SD  
White Bird, Ojibwa, WI  
White Black Bird, Dakota, ?  
Yellow Bird, Dakota, SD  
Young Bird, Cheyenne, MT

**BISON**

Bison, Menominee, WI

**BITES**

Bites, Cheyenne, MT

**BLACK**

All Over Black, Dakota, ?  
Black, Arapaho, WY  
Black, Colville, WA  
Black Bear, Assiniboine, ?  
Black Bear, Cheyenne, ?  
Black Bear, Dakota, SD  
Black Bear, Dakota, SD  
Black Bird, Dakota, ?  
Black Bonnet, Dakota, SD  
Black Bull, Dakota, SD  
Black Cat, Dakota, SD  
Black Catfish, Dakota, ?  
Black Chicken, Dakota, ?  
Black Cloud, Dakota, ND  
Black Cloud, Dakota, SD  
Black Cloud, Ojibwa, ND  
Black Coal, Arapaho, WY  
Black Coal, Dakota, ?  
Black Coat, Dakota, ?  
Black Crow, Dakota, ?
Black Dog, Dakota, ?
Black Duck, Dakota, ?
Black Eagle, Dakota, ?
Black Elk, Dakota, SD
Black Eye, Dakota, ?
Black Eyes, Dakota, ND
Black Feather, Dakota, SD
Black Foot, Dakota, ?
Black Fox, Dakota, ?
Black Hoop, Dakota, ?
Black Horn, Dakota, ?
Black Horn, Dakota, SD
Black Horse, Dakota, SD
Black Inside, Dakota, ?
Black Jumper, Dakota, ?
Black Man, Dakota, ?
Black Moon, Dakota, ?
Black Owl, Kiowa, OK,
Black Prairie Chicken, Dakota, ?
Black Shield, Dakota, ?
Black Smith, Dakota, SD
Black Spotted Horse, Dakota, SD
Black Stone, Dakota, ?
Black Stone, Dakota, SD
Black Tail Deer, Dakota, SD
Black Tiger, Dakota, ?
Black Tomahawk, Dakota, SD
Black White Man, Dakota, ?
Black White, Dakota, ?
Black Wild Cat, Dakota, ?
Black Wolf, Cheyenne, MT
Black Wolf, Dakota, MT
Blackbird, Potawatomi, KS
Summer Black Coal, Arapaho, WY
White Black Bird, Dakota, ?
Wolf Black, Arapaho, WY
Wolf Black, Cheyenne, MT
Wolfblack, Dakota, MT
Young Black Eye, Dakota, ?

BLADE
Poor Shoulder Blade, Dakota, ?
Shoulder Blade, Cheyenne, MT

BLANKET
Four Blankets, Dakota, ?
Iron Blanket, Dakota, ?
Medicine Blanket, Dakota, SD

BLAZED
Man who Blazed From the Mount, Dakota, ?

BLIND
Blindman, Dakota, SD

BLOOD
True Blood, Dakota, SD

BLUE
Blue Bird, Dakota, ?
Blue Bird, Dakota, SD
Blue Cloud, Dakota, ?
Blue Coat, Dakota, SD
Blue Horse, Dakota, SD
Blue Iron, Dakota, ?
Blue Legs, Dakota, SD
Blue Mouth, Dakota, ?
Blue Rock, Dakota, ?
Blue Spotted, Dakota, ?
Blue Teeth, Dakota, ?
Blue Thunder, Dakota, ?
Blue Thunder, Dakota, SD
Blue Tomahawk, Dakota, ?
Bluebird, Dakota, SD
Bluehorse, Dakota, SD
Paint Face Blue, Dakota, ?

BOAT
Bob Tail Boat, Dakota, SD

BOB
Bobtail Tiger, Dakota, ?
Bob-Tailed Crow, Dakota, ?
Bobtailed Goose, Dakota, ?
Bob Tail Boat, Dakota, SD
Sioux Bob, Dakota, SD

BODY, BODIED
Big Bodied Eagle, Dakota, ?
Longbody, Ojibwa, WI
**BONE**
Backbone, Crow, MT
Bear backbone, Arapaho, WY
Bone Necklace, Dakota, ?
High Back Bone, Dakota, ?
Bone Shirt, Dakota, SD
Boneshirt, Dakota, SD
Marrowbone, Dakota, SD

**BONNET**
Black Bonnet, Dakota, SD
Spotted War Bonnet, Dakota, SD
War Bonnet, Dakota, SD

**BOOK**
Big Book, Dakota, ?

**BORES**
Bores A Whole, Dakota, SD

**BOX**
Box Elder, Cheyenne, MT
Boxelder, Cheyenne, MT

**BORN**
Last Born, Dakota, ?

**BOW, BOWED**
Big Bow, Kiowa, OK
Bowed Head, Dakota, ?
Takes the Bow, Atsina, MT

**BOY**
Boy, Dakota, ?
Badlookingboy, Arapaho, WY
Bear Boy, Dakota, ?
Big Boy, Dakota, ?
Eagle Boy, Dakota, ?
Good Boy, Dakota, ?
Boy, Dakota, SD
Big Boy, Dakota, SD
Big Boy, Ojibwa, WI
Brave Boy, Dakota, SD
Brave Boy, Dakota, ND
Buffalo Boy, Dakota, ND
Day Boy, Dakota, SD
Iron Boy, Dakota, SD
Little Boy, Ojibwa, MT
Omaha Boy, Dakota, SD
Pretty Boy, Dakota, SD
Red Boy, Dakota, ?
Star Boy, Dakota, SD
The Boy, Atsina, MT
Yellow Boy, Dakota, SD

**BRACE**
Brace, Dakota, ?

**BRAVE**
Brave Bear, Dakota, ?
Brave Thunder, Dakota, ?
Brave Heart, Dakota, SD
Brave, Dakota, SD
Brave Bird, Dakota, SD
Brave Boy, Dakota, SD
Brave Bull, Dakota, ND
Bravehawk, Dakota, SD
Braveheart, Dakota, SD
Bravebird, Dakota, SD
Little Brave, Dakota, SD

**BREAK, BROKEN**
Break Pine, Dakota, ?
Broken Eagle, Dakota, SD
Broken Head, Dakota, ?
Broken Jaw, Cheyenne, MT
Broken Leg, Dakota, SD
Broken Nose, Dakota, SD
Broken Rope, Dakota, SD

**BREAKER**
Brush Breaker, Dakota, SD
Brushbreaker, Dakota, SD

**BREAST**
Breast, Dakota, SD
 Burning Breast, Dakota, SD
Good Breast, Dakota, SD
Hollow Breast, Cheyenne, MT
Hollowbreast, Cheyenne, MT
Red Breast, Dakota, ?
Yellow Breast, Dakota, ?
BREATH, BREATHING
Breathing, Dakota, SD
Red Breath, Cheyenne, MT
Red Breath Bear, Dakota, SD

BRING, BRINGS, BOUGHT
Bring Himself, Dakota, ?
Brings Forth Holiness, Dakota, ND
Brings Him Back, Dakota, SD
Brings Plenty, Dakota, SD
Brings the Food, Dakota, ?
Brought Plenty, Dakota, ND

BRONCHO
Broncho Bill, Dakota, SD

BROTHER, BROTHERS
Brother of All, Dakota, ?
Brothers, Dakota, SD
His Brother, Dakota, ?

BROWN
Brown Bear, Dakota, SD
Brown Bird, Cheyenne, MT
Brown Bull, Dakota, SD
Brown Eyes, Dakota, SD
Brown Otter, Dakota, ND
Brown, Arapaho, WY
Brown, Caddo, OK
Brown, California, CA
Brown, Chehalis, WA
Brown, Cherokee, OK
Brown, Colville, WA
Brown, Dakota, ND
Brown, Dakota, SD
Brown, Kiowa, OK
Brown, Navajo, AZ
Brown, Ojibwa, MT
Brown, Ojibwa, WI
Brown, Pima, AZ
Brown, Seminole, OK
Brown, Seminole, OK
Brown, Siksika, MT
Brown, Spokane, WA
Brown, Swinomish, WA
Brown, Tulalip, WA
Brownbird, Cheyenne, MT
Brown-bird, Cheyenne, MT
Browneyes, Dakota, SD

BRULE
Lower Brule, Dakota, ?

BRUSH
Brush Breaker, Dakota, SD
Brushbreaker, Dakota, SD

BUCK
Buck, Creek, OK
Buck, Dakota, SD
Buck, Ojibwa, WI
Buck, Quapaw, OK
Buck, Seminole, OK
Buckskin, Seminole, OK

BUFFALO
After Buffalo, Siksika, WA
Buffalo Boy, Dakota, ND
Buffalo Bull, Dakota, ?
Buffalo Fat, Arapaho, WY
Buffalo Head, Dakota, ?
Buffalo, Dakota, ?
Buffalo, Ojibwa, WI
Buffalo, Quapaw, OK
Good Buffalo, Dakota, SD
Sacred White Buffalo, Dakota, ND
White Buffalo Chief, Dakota, SD
White Buffalo Cow, Dakota, ?
White Buffalo Walker, Dakota, ?
White Buffalo, Dakota, SD
Whitebuffalo, Cheyenne, MT

BULL, BULL'S
Black Bull, Dakota, SD
Brave Bull, Dakota, ND
Brown Bull, Dakota, SD
Buffalo Bull, Dakota, ?
Bull Bear, Dakota, SD
Bull Bear, Dakota, SD
Bull Bear, Kiowa, OK
Bull Eagle, Dakota, SD
Bull Eye, Dakota, SD
Bull Head, Dakota, ?
Bull Head, Dakota, ND
Bull in Sight, Crow, MT
Bull on the Hill, Dakota, ?
Bull Tail, Crow, MT
Bull, Arapaho, WY
Bullbear, Kiowa, OK
Bulldog, Dakota, ?
Bull's Ghost, Dakota, ?
Crazy Bull, Dakota, SD
Eagle Bull, Dakota, SD
Fool Bull, Dakota, SD
Ghost Bull, Cheyenne, MT
Good Bull, Dakota, ?
High Bull, Dakota, SD
Iron Bull, Dakota, SD
Jumping Bull, Dakota, SD
Lefthand Bull, Dakota, SD
Little Bull, Dakota, ?
Little Bull, Dakota, SD
Long Bull, Dakota, ND
Medicine Bull, Cheyenne, MT
Medicine Bull, Dakota, ?
Old Bull Head, Dakota, ?
Old Bull, Cheyenne, MT
Old Bull, Crow, MT
Old Bull, Dakota, ?
One Bull, Dakota, ?
Plain Bull, Crow, MT
Red Bull, Dakota, ?
Ring Bull, Dakota, SD
Rolling Bull, Cheyenne, MT
Short Bull, Dakota, SD
Sitting Bull, Arapaho, WY
Standing Bull, Dakota, SD
Tall Bull, Cheyenne, MT
Thunderbull, Dakota, SD
Two Bulls, Cheyenne, MT
Two Bulls, Dakota, SD
Twobulls, Cheyenne, MT
Wallowing Bull, Arapaho, WY
White Bull, Dakota, ND
White Bull, Dakota, SD
White Faced Bull, Dakota, ?
Whitebull, Arapaho, WY
Yellow Bull, Dakota, SD
Young White Bull, Dakota, ?

BURN, BURNT
Burning Breast, Dakota, SD
Burnt Prairie, Dakota, ?
Burnt Soldier, Dakota, ?
Blackburn, Arapaho, WY

BUSHY
Bushy Horn, Dakota, ?
Bushy, Ojibwa, WI
Bushy Head, Arapaho, WY

BUSK
Low Busk, Dakota, ?

BUTCHER
Butcher, Dakota, ?

BUTERFLY
Butterfly, Ojibwa, WI
White ButterFly, Dakota, SD

BUTTE
Dog on the Butte, Dakota, ?
Forked Butte, Dakota, ?

CALF
Calfskin Coat, Cheyenne, ?
Calf, Cheyenne, MT
Calflooking, Siksika, MT
Spotted Calf, Dakota, SD
Two Calf, Dakota, ?
White Calf, Dakota, SD

CALL
Call, Colville, WA

CAMP
Camp in the Middle, Dakota, ?
Don't Stay in Camp, Dakota, ?
Camp, Colville, WA
Moves Camp, Dakota, SD
CANE
Iron Cane, Dakota, SD
Cane, Dakota, SD

CAPTAIN
Captain, Osage, KS

CAPTURE
Capture, Atsina, MT

CARP
Carpitcher, Seminole, OK

CARRY, CARRIER, CARRIES
Beef Carrier, Dakota, SD
Carrier, Cree, MT
Carries the Eagle, Dakota, SD
Carry the Lodge, Dakota, SD

CAT
Black Wild Cat, Dakota, SD
Black Catfish, Dakota, SD
Black Cat, Dakota, SD

CATCH, CATCHES
Catches, Dakota, SD
Catch-the-Bear, Dakota, ND

CEDAR
Cedar Face, Dakota, SD
Cedarface, Dakota, SD
Cedar Root, Ojibwa, WI
Cedarroot, Ojibwa, WI
Cedarface, Dakota, SD
Medicine Cedar, Dakota, SD

CENTER
Goes In Center, Dakota, SD
One in Center, Dakota, SD
Village Center, Dakota, ND

CHARGE, CHARGING, CHARGER
Charging Crow, Dakota, SD
Charging Crow, Dakota, SD
Charging Hawk, Dakota, SD
Charging Whirlwind, Dakota, SD
Leader Charge, Dakota, SD
Two Charger, Dakota, SD

CHASE, CHASING
Chase Alone, Dakota, SD
Chase in Sight, Dakota, SD
Chase in Winter, Dakota, SD
Chase the Bear, Dakota, SD
Chase, Dakota, SD
Chasing Horse, Dakota, SD
Chasing the Bear, Dakota, SD
Chasing In Timber, Dakota, SD
Chasing Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Chasingbear, Cheyenne, MT
Chasing Bear, Dakota, ND
Chasing Eagle, Dakota, SD
Chasing Hawk, Dakota, SD
Chasing Timber, Dakota, SD
Eagle Chasing, Dakota, SD
His Chase, Dakota, ND
Long Chase, Dakota, ND
Night Chase, Dakota, SD

CHEER
Cheer, Colville, WA
Cheer, Nooksack, WA

CHERRIES
Red Cherries, Cheyenne, MT

CHEYENNE
Cheyenne, Cheyenne, MT
Cheyenne, Dakota, SD

CHICKEN
Black Chicken, Dakota, SD
Black Prairie Chicken, Dakota, SD
Chicken Head, Dakota, SD

CHIEF, CHIEFLEY
Chief Bear, Dakota, SD
Chief Eagle, Dakota, SD
Chief Ghost, Dakota, ?
Chief of Bear, Dakota, ?
Chief Soldier, Dakota, ?
Chief White Man, Siksika, ?
Chief, Dakota, SD
Chiefley, Arapaho, WY
Horsechief, Kiowa, OK
Horsechief, Pawnee, OK
Little Chief, Arapaho, ?
Little Chief, Cheyenne, ?
Little Chief, Kiowa, OK,
Mountain Chief, Siksika, MT
Plenty Chief, Dakota, ND
Wolf Chief, Dakota, ?

CHILD
Oldest Child, Dakota, ?

CHIN
Hairychin, Dakota, SD
Hairy Chin, Dakota, ND

CHIPPEWA
Chippewa, Ottawa, MI

CHIPS, CHIPPS
Chipps, Dakota, SD
Chips, Dakota, SD

CHUBBY
Chubby, Cheyenne, MT

CHUM
Bear chum, Cheyenne, MT
Bear chum, Dakota, MT
Bear chum, Ojibwa, MT
Wolf Chum, Cheyenne, MT

CIRCLE, CIRCLING
Circle Bear, Dakota, ?
Circling Bear, Dakota, ?

CLAW
Eagle Claw, Dakota, ?

CLEAR
Clear the Way, Dakota, ?

CLINCHERS
Clinchers, Dakota, SD

CLOSE
Close to the House, Dakota, ?
Close, Dakota, ?
Runs Close to Lodge, Dakota, SD
Runs Close to the Lodge, Dakota, SD
Runs Close to Village, Dakota, SD

CLOUD
Afraid of Cloud, Dakota, ?
Black Cloud, Dakota, ND
Black Cloud, Dakota, SD
Black Cloud, Ojibwa, ND
Blackcloud, Menominee, WI
Blue Cloud, Dakota, ?
Cloud Heart, Dakota, ?
Cloud Hoop, Dakota, ?
Cloud Wind, Dakota, ?
Cloud, Crow, MT
Cloud, Dakota, SD
Cloud, Nisqually, WA
Cloud, Ojibwa, WI
Cloudman, Dakota, SD
Dog Cloud, Dakota, ?
End Cloud, Dakota, ?
Fire Cloud, Dakota, ?
Horn Cloud, Dakota, SD
Iron Cloud, Dakota, SD
Red Cloud, Cheyenne, MT
Red Cloud, Dakota, SD
Redcloud, Menominee, WI
Thundercloud, Winnebago, WI
White Cloud, Dakota, ND,
Yellow Cloud, Dakota, SD

CLOWN
Clown, Dakota, ?
Poor Clown, Dakota, ?

CLUB
Clubfoot, Cheyenne, MT
Club Foot, Cheyenne, MT
Clubfoote, Cheyenne, MT
Red War Club, Dakota, ?

COAL
Black Coal, Dakota, ?
Coal, Arapaho, WY
Black Coal, Arapaho, WY
Summer Black Coal, Arapaho, WY

COARSE
Coarse Voice, Dakota, ?

COAT, COATS
Black Coat, Dakota, ?
Calfskin Coat, Cheyenne, ?
Blue Coat, Dakota, SD
Coats, Dakota, SD
Squirrel Coat, Dakota, SD

COB
Bad Cob, Dakota, SD

COCK
Woodcock, Salish, MT

COLD
Cold Place, Dakota, ?

COMES, COMING
Coming with Noise, Dakota, ?
Bear Comes Out, Cheyenne, MT
Bear Comes, Dakota, ?
Comes After Bear, Dakota, ?
His Horse Comes Out, Dakota, ?
Comes Out Bear, Dakota, SD
Comes, Dakota, SD
Star Comes Out, Dakota, SD

COON
Coon, Creek, OK
Coon, Menominee, WI
Coon, Ojibwa, WI
Coon, Seminole, OK

CORN
Big Corn Horn, Dakota, ?
Corn, Menominee, WI
Cornstalk, Ottawa, MI

COTTON
Cotton Wood, Dakota, ?

COVERS
Covers Up, Dakota, SD

COW
Man White Cow, Dakota, ?
Medicine Cow Standing, Dakota, ?
Medicine Crow, Dakota, ?
White Cow Eagle, Dakota, ?
White Cow Killer, Dakota, SD
White Cow Walking, Dakota, ?
White Cow, Dakota, ?
White Sitting Cow, Dakota, ?

COYOTE
Coyote, Cheyenne, MT
Coyote Little, Cheyenne, MT
Coyotelittle, Cheyenne, MT
Little Coyote, Cheyenne, MT
Littlecoyote, Cheyenne, MT
Old Coyote, Crow, ND

CRANE
Bear Crane, Crow, MT
High Crane, Dakota, ?
Sand Crane, Cheyenne, MT
Walking Crane, Dakota, ?
White Crane Walking, Dakota, SD
White Crane, Cheyenne, MT

CRAWLER, CRAWLING
Crawler, Siksika, ?
Crawling, Cheyenne, MT

CRAZY
Crazy Bear, Dakota, SD
Crazy Bull, Dakota, SD
Crazy Ghost, Dakota, SD
Crazy Hawk, Dakota, SD
Crazy Mink, Dakota, ?
### Crazy Mule
Cheyenne, MT

### Crazy Thunder
Dakota, SD

### Crazy Walking
Dakota, ?

### Crazymule
Cheyenne, MT

### Crazythunder
Dakota, SD

### CROCKERY
Swift Crockery, Dakota, SD

### CROOKED
Crooked Horn Woman, Dakota, ?
Crooked Horn, Dakota, ?
Crooked Eyes, Dakota, SD
Crooked Arm, Crow, MT
Crooked Foot, Dakota, SD
Turns Crooked, Dakota, ?

### CROSS
Cross Dog, Dakota, SD
Cross, Dakota, SD
Cross, Ojibwa, WI

### CROW
Big Crow, Cheyenne, MT
Big Crow, Dakota, SD
Bigcrow, Cheyenne, MT
Black Crow, Dakota, ?
Blackcrow, ?, WY
Blackcrow, Atsina, MT
Bob-Tailed Crow, Dakota, ?
Charging Crow, Dakota, ?
Charging Crow, Dakota, SD
Crow Belly, Dakota, ?
Crow Dog, Dakota, SD
Crow Eagle, Dakota, SD
Crow Feather, Dakota, ?
Crow Good Voice, Dakota, SD
Crow King, Dakota, ?
Crow Man, Dakota, ?
Crow Necklace, Dakota, ND
Crow necklace, Dakota, ND
Crow with a Good Voice, Dakota, ?
Crow, Cheyenne, MT
Crow, Dakota, ?
Crow, Dakota, SD
Crow, Menominee, WI
Crow, Nez Perce, ID
Crow, Ojibwa, WI
Crowwell, Apache, AZ
Fire Crow, Cheyenne, MT
Firecrow, Cheyenne, MT
Good Crow, Dakota, SD
He Crow, Dakota, SD
He has the Crow, Dakota, ?
Iron Crow, Dakota, SD
Kills Crow, Dakota, SD
Little Crow, Dakota, SD
Looking Crow, Dakota, ?
Old Crow, Crow, MT
Plenty Crow, Dakota, ?
Standing Crow, Dakota, ?
Two Crow, Dakota, SD
Walking Crow, Dakota, SD

### CURLEY
Curley, Cheyenne, MT
Curley, Colville, WA

### CUT, CUTS, CUTT
Cut Hair, Dakota, ?
Cuts the Ropes, Dakota, ?
Cutt, Dakota, SD
One that Cuts Off, Dakota, ?

### DAKOTA
Dakota, Ojibwa, MI

### DANCE
Holy Dance, Dakota, SD

### DAWN
Dawns, Kickapoo, OK

### DAY
Little Day, Dakota, ?
Day Boy, Dakota, SD
Day, Colville, WA
Day, Dakota, ND
Day, Ojibwa, WI
Day Boy, Dakota, SD
Halfaday, Ojibwa, WI
Red Day, Dakota, ?
Sunday, Cherokee, OK

**DEAD**
Dead Hand, Dakota, ?
Killed Dead, Dakota, ?
Whitedead, Caddo, OK,

**DEAF**
Deaf, Dakota, ?

**DEER, DEER'S**
Deer Tail, Dakota, ?
Deer's Neck, Dakota, ?
Deer, Creek, OK
Deer, Menominee, WI
Black Tail Deer, Dakota, SD
Eagle Deer, Dakota, SD
White Deer, Dakota, ?

**DEFENDER**
Defender, Dakota, ?

**DESTROYER**
Destroyer, Dakota, ?

**DIRT**
White Dirt, Cheyenne, MT

**DIVER, DIVERS, DIVES**
Diver, Ojibwa, WI
Divers, Ojibwa, WI
Dives Backwards, Cheyenne, MT

**DIVINE**
Divine, Ojibwa, WI

**DOG**
Bear Dog, Dakota, SD
Big Dog, Dakota, ?
Black Dog, Dakota, ?
Bulldog, Dakota, ?
Cross Dog, Dakota, SD
Crow Dog, Dakota, SD
Dog Back, Dakota, ?
Dog Cloud, Dakota, ?
Dog from War, Dakota, ?
Dog Listens, Dakota, ?
Dog on the Butte, Dakota, ?
Dog on the Plains, Dakota, ?
Dog Trail, Dakota, SD
Dog Walking, Dakota, ?
Dog's Voice, Dakota, ?
Eagle Dog, Dakota, SD
Fast Dog, Dakota, ?
Fool Dog, Dakota, ?
Ghost Dog, Dakota, SD
Good Dog, Dakota, ?
He Dog, Dakota, ?
High Dog, Dakota, ?
His Iron Dog, Dakota, ?
Horned Dog, Dakota, ?
Lame Dog, Dakota, SD
Little Dog, Dakota, SD
Lone Dog, ?, WY
Lone Dog, Dakota, SD
Lonedog, ?, WY
Poor Dog, Dakota, ?
Pretty Dog, Dakota, ?
Red Dog, Dakota, ?
The Fool Dog, Dakota, ?
Two Dogs, Dakota, SD
Whirlwind Dog, Dakota, ?
White Dog, Dakota, ?
Yellow Dog, Dakota, ?

**DON'T**
Don't Know How, Dakota, ?
Don't Stay in Camp, Dakota, ?
He Don't Know, Dakota, ?

**DOOR**
Irondoor, Dakota, ?
Red Door, Dakota, ?

**DRAG**
Drag Wood, Dakota, ?

**DREAMER**
Dreamer, Dakota, SD
Dreaming Bear, Dakota, SD
**DRESS, DRESSER**
Dresser, Arapaho, WY
Dress, Arapaho, WY
DressFly, Arapaho, WY
White Dress, Dakota, SD
Woman Dress, Dakota, SD

**DRIFTING**
Drifting Goose, Dakota, ?

**DUCK**
Black Duck, Dakota, ?
Duck, Arapaho, WY

**DUNG**
Dung on the Floor, Dakota, ?

**DWARF**
Dwarf, Atsina, MT
Dwarf, Dakota, ND
Old Dwarf, Crow, MT

**EAGLE, EAGLES**
Afraid of Eagle, Dakota, ?
Bald Eagle, Dakota, SD
Bear Eagle, Dakota, ?
Bear Eagle, Dakota, SD
Big Eagle Feather, Dakota, ?
Big Eagle, Dakota, ?
Big Eagle, Dakota, SD
Black Eagle, Dakota, ?
Broken Eagle, Dakota, SD
Bull Eagle, Dakota, SD
Carries the Eagle, Dakota, ?
Charging Eagle, Dakota, SD
Chasing Eagle, Dakota, SD
Chief Eagle, Dakota, SD
Crow Eagle, Dakota, SD
Eagle Bear, Dakota, SD
Eagle Bird, Dakota, SD
Eagle Boy, Dakota, ?
Eagle Bull, Dakota, SD
Eagle Chasing, Dakota, SD
Eagle Claw, Dakota, ?
Eagle Deer, Dakota, SD
Eagle Dog, Dakota, SD
Eagle Ears, Dakota, ?
Eagle Elk, Dakota, SD
Eagle Feather, Cheyenne, MT
Eagle Feather, Dakota, SD
Eagle Feathers, Cheyenne, MT
Eagle Hawk, Dakota, SD
Eagle Horse, Dakota, ?
Eagle Louse, Dakota, SD
Eagle Man, Dakota, SD
Eagle Necklace, Dakota, ?
Eagle Road, Dakota, SD
Eagle Shell, Dakota, ?
Eagle Shield, Dakota, ?
Eagle Staff, Dakota, SD
Eagle Star, Dakota, SD
Eagle, Arapaho, WY
Eagle, Dakota, SD
Eagle, Ojibwa, WI
Eaglefeathers, Cheyenne, MT
Eagleman, Dakota, SD
Flying Eagle, Dakota, ?
Four Eagle, Dakota, ?
Four Eagles, Dakota, ?
Gray Eagle, Dakota, ?
High Bald Eagle, Dakota, SD
High Eagle, Dakota, ?
Higheagle, Dakota, ND
Higheagle, Nez Perce, ID
Holy Eagle, Dakota, SD
Horn Eagle, Dakota, ?
Horned Eagle, Dakota, SD
Charging Eagle, Dakota, SD
Keep the Eagle, Dakota, ?
Keepseagle, Dakota, ND
Kill Eagle, Dakota, ?
Little Eagle, Cheyenne, MT
Little Eagle, Dakota, SD
Little Wolf Eagle, Dakota, SD
Littleeagle, Cheyenne, MT
Littleeagle, Cheyenne, MT
Magpie Eagle, Dakota, ?
Medicine Eagle, Arapaho, WY
Medicine Eagle, Dakota, ?
Pretends Eagle, Dakota, ND
Quick Eagle, Dakota, ?
Red Eagle, Cheyenne, MT
Red Eagle, Dakota, SD
Red Eagle, Ojibwa, WI
Running Eagle, Dakota, SD
Setting Eagle, Arapaho, WY
Sitting Eagle, Arapaho, WY
Spotted Eagle, Arapaho, WY
Spotted Eagle, Dakota, SD
Two Eagles, Dakota, SD
Walking Eagle, Dakota, SD
Wears the Eagle, Dakota, ?
White Eagle, Dakota, ?
White Eagle, Menominee, WI
Yellow Eagle, Dakota, ?
Young Eagle, Dakota, ND

EARRING
Feather Earring, Dakota, ?
Earring, Dakota, SD

EAR, EARS
Bear with Yellow Ears, Dakota, ?
Eagle Ears, Dakota, ?
Feather-in-the-Ear, Dakota, ?
One Ear, Dakota, ?
Red Ear Horse, Dakota, SD
Red Ear, Dakota, ?
Wolfear, Cheyenne, MT

EASY
Walks Easy, Cheyenne, MT

EAT
Plenty to Eat, Dakota, ?

ECHO
Echo, Dakota, ?

EGG
Egg, Dakota, ?

ELDER
Box Elder, Cheyenne, MT
Boxelder, Cheyenne, MT
Elder Brother, Ojibwa, MN

ELK
Appearing Elk, Dakota, ?
Bad Elk, Dakota, ?
Bear Elk, Dakota, ?
Black Elk, Dakota, SD
Eagle Elk, Dakota, SD
Elk Boy, Dakota, SD
Elk Came, Dakota, SD
Elk Face, Dakota, ND
Elk Head, Dakota, ?
Elk Shoulder, Cheyenne, MT
Elk Whistle, Dakota, ?
Elk, Dakota, ND
Elk, Dakota, SD
Foolish Elk, Dakota, SD
Good Elk Voice, Dakota, ?
Good Voice Elk, Dakota, SD
Handsome Elk, Dakota, ?
Holy Elk Face, Dakota, ND
Holy Elk, Dakota, SD
Iron Elk, Dakota, ?
Iron Elk, Dakota, SD
Jumping Elk, Dakota, SD
Little Elk, Dakota, SD
Lone Elk, Cheyenne, MT
Lone Elk, Dakota, SD
Looking Elk, Dakota, SD
Mad Elk, Dakota, ?
Medicine Elk, Cheyenne, MT
Medicine Elk, Dakota, ?
Poor Elk, Dakota, ?
Red Elk, Dakota, SD
Spotted Elk, Cheyenne, MT
Spotted Elk, Dakota, SD
Standing Elk, ?, WY
Standing Elk, Cheyenne, MT
Standing Elk, Dakota, SD
Thin Elk, Dakota, SD
Two Elk, Dakota, SD
Walking Elk, Dakota, ?
Weasel Elk, Dakota, ?
Whistling Elk, Cheyenne, MT
White Elk, Dakota, ?
Yellow Elk, Dakota, SD
ELM
Elm, Oneida, WI

END
End Cloud, Dakota, ?

ENEMY
Enemy with Tail, Dakota, ?
Kill the Enemy, Dakota, ?
Kills Enemy, Dakota, SD
Kills the Enemy, Dakota, SD
Killsenemy, Dakota, SD

ENSIGN
Red Ensign, Dakota, ?

EYE, EYES
Black Eye, Dakota, ?
Black Eyes, Dakota, ND
Brown Eyes, Dakota, SD
Browneyes, Dakota, SD
Bull Eye, Dakota, SD
Crooked Eyes, Dakota, SD
Eye Lance, Dakota, ?
Fire Eyes, Dakota, ?
Iron Eye, Dakota, ?
Iron Eyes, Dakota, ?
Ironeyes, Dakota, ND
Mouse Eye, Dakota, ?
No Eyes, Dakota, ?
One Eye, Dakota, ?
Red Eyes, Dakota, SD
White Eyes, Dakota, SD
Wounded Eye, Cheyenne, MT
Yellow Eye, Dakota, ?
Yellow Eyes, Cheyenne, MT
Yellow Eyes, Dakota, SD
Young Black Eye, Dakota, ?

FACE, FACED
Bear Face, Dakota, ?
Bear's Face, Dakota, ?
Cedar Face, Dakota, SD
Face, Arapaho, WY
Face, Dakota, SD
Paint Face Blue, Dakota, ?

Rain-in-the-Face, Dakota, ?
Round Face, Atsina, MT
Round Face, Crow, MT
Scabby Face, Dakota, SD
White Face, Dakota, SD
White Faced Bull, Dakota, ?
Wounded Face, Dakota, ?
Yellow Face, Dakota, SD

FALCON
Falcon, Coeur d’Alene, ID
Falcon, Ojibwa, WI

FAR
The Man that Steps Far, Dakota, ?

FAST
Fast Bear, Dakota, ?
Fast Dog, Dakota, ?
Fast Horse, Cheyenne, MT
Fast Horse, Dakota, MT
Fast Horse, Dakota, SD
Fast Horse, Dakota, SD
Fast Walker, Dakota, ?
Fast Wing, Dakota, ?
Fast Wolf, Dakota, SD
Fast Wolf, Dakota, SD
Fast, Dakota, SD

FAT
Buffalo Fat, Arapaho, WY
Buffalo Fat, Arapaho, WY
Fat Man, Arapaho, MT
Fat, Dakota, ?
Fatman, Arapaho, MT
Wolf Fat, Arapaho, WY
Wolf Fatman, Cheyenne, MT
Yellow Fat, Dakota, ND

FEARS, FEARLESS
Fearless Bear, Dakota, ?
Fearless, Dakota, ?
Fearless, Dakota, SD
He Fears his Horse, Dakota, ?
FEATHER, FEATHERS
Big Eagle Feather, Dakota, ?
Black Feather, Dakota, SD
Blackfeather, Dakota, SD
Crow Feather, Dakota, ?
Eagle Feather, Cheyenne, MT
Eagle Feather, Dakota, SD
Eagle Feathers, Cheyenne, MT
Eaglefeathers, Cheyenne, MT
Feather Earring, Dakota, ?
Feather Man, Dakota, SD
Feather, Menominee, WI
Feather-in-the-Ear, Dakota, ?
Featherman, Dakota, SD
Feathers, Ojibwa, MI
Light Feather, Ojibwa, WI
One Feather, Dakota, SD
Plain Feather, Crow, MT
Red Feather, Dakota, SD
Six Feathers, Dakota, SD
Tail Feather, Siksika, MT
Two Feathers, Cheyenne, MT
White Feather, Dakota, SD
White Feather, Ojibwa, WI

Six Fingers, Cheyenne, MT
Ten Fingers, Dakota, SD
Three Fingers, Cheyenne, MT

FIRE
Big Fire, Menominee, WI
Fire Cloud, Dakota, ?
Fire Eyes, Dakota, ?
Fire Heart, Dakota, ?
Fire Tail, Dakota, ?
Fire Thunder, Dakota, SD
Fire Crow, Cheyenne, MT
Fire Thunder, Dakota, SD
Owns The Fire, Dakota, SD
Old Fire Heart, Dakota, ?
Young Fire Heart, Dakota, ?

FIRST
First Dog, Dakota, ?
First Hail, Dakota, ?
First in Trouble, Dakota, SD
First, Arapaho, WY
Makes Him First, Dakota, SD

FISH
Black Catfish, Dakota, ?
Fish, Dakota, SD
Fish, Menominee, WI
Fish, Ojibwa, MI
Fish, Seminole, OK
Red Fish, Dakota, SD
Sharp Fish, Dakota, SD
Whitefish, Menominee, WI

FISHER
Fisher, Atsina, MT
Fisher, California, CA
Fisher, Cheyenne, MT
Fisher, Choctaw, OK
Fisher, Comanche, OK
Fisher, Dakota, ND
Fisher, Ojibwa, MT
Fisher, Ojibwa, WI
Heart Fisher, Dakota, ?

FEELS
One who Feels, Dakota, ?

FEW
Few Tales, Dakota, SD

FIGHT, FIGHTS, FIGHTER, FIGHTING
Fight the Bear, Dakota, ?
Fighting Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Fights Over, Dakota, SD
Fights Well Known, Crow, MT
Leading Fighter, Dakota, SD

FILLS
Fills the Pipe, Dakota, SD

FINGER, FINGERS
Fingers, Cheyenne, MT
Finger, Dakota, SD
Little Finger, Dakota, SD
FLESH
No Flesh, Dakota, ?

FLOWER
Flower, Choctaw, OK

FLUTE
Flute Player, Dakota, ?
Good Voice Flute, Dakota, SD
Pretty Sounding Flute, Dakota, ?

FLY, FLYING
Butterfly, Ojibwa, WI
DressFly, Arapaho, WY
Fly, Menominee, WI
Flying Bird, Dakota, ?
Flying Eagle, Dakota, ?
Flying Hawk, Dakota, SD
Flying Horse, Dakota, SD
Flying Laughing, Dakota, ?
Flying Nest, Dakota, ?
Flying, Cheyenne, MT
Flying, Dakota, SD
Medicine Flying, Cheyenne, MT
Sound of the Flying Lance, Dakota, ND

FLOOR
Dung on the Floor, Dakota, ?

FOLLOW, Follows
Follow the Road, Dakota, ND
Follows the Road, Dakota, ND

FOOD
Brings the Food, Dakota, ?

FOOL, FOOLISH
Bad Fool, Dakota, ?
Big Fool, Dakota, ?
Fool Bear, Dakota, ?
Fool Dog, Dakota, ?
Fool Heart, Dakota, ?
Fool Head, Dakota, SD
Fool Bull, Dakota, SD
Foolish Elk, Dakota, SD
The Fool Dog, Dakota, ?

FOOT, FEET
Bad Foot, Dakota, ?
Bare Foot, Dakota, ?
Bent Foot, Dakota, ?
Big Foot, Dakota, ?
Black Foot, Dakota, ?
Grass Foot, Dakota, ?
Foot, Cheyenne, MT
Foot, Dakota, MT
Big Foot, Cheyenne, MT
Bigfoote, Dakota, MT
BigFootwhite, Cheyenne, MT
Blackfeet, Dakota, SD
Club Foot, Cheyenne, MT
Crooked Foot, Dakota, SD
Loons Foot, Ojibwa, WI
Put on the Foot, Dakota, ?
Whitebigfoot, Cheyenne, MT
Wounded Foot, Dakota, SD

FOREST
Forest, Colville, WA
Forest, Cowlitz, WA

FORGETS, FORGETFUL
Forgetful Bear, Dakota, ?
Forgets Nothing, Dakota, SD

FORKED
Forked Butte, Dakota, ?

FORTH, FORWARD
Brings Forth Holiness, Dakota, ND
Forward, Dakota, SD
Go Forth, Cherokee, OK

FOUR
Four Bears, Dakota, ?
Four Blankets, Dakota, ?
Four Eagle, Dakota, ?
Four Eagles, Dakota, ?
Four Horns, Dakota, SD
Four Iron Legs, Dakota, ?
Four Spiders, Dakota, ?
Four Thighs, Dakota, ?
Four, Dakota, ND
FOX
Black Fox, Dakota, ?
Fox, Cheyenne, MT
Fox, Dakota, SD
Red Fox, Dakota, ?
White Fox, Dakota, ?
Yellow Fox, Dakota, ?
Yellow Fox, Cheyenne, MT
Yellow Fox, Dakota, MT

FROG
Frog, Atsina, MT
Frog, Dakota, SD

FULL
Forgetful Bear, Dakota, ?
Useful Heart, Dakota, ?

GAIN
Gain, Dakota, SD

GALL
Gall, Dakota, ?

GAP
Gap, Dakota, SD

GHOST
Assiniboine Ghost, Dakota, ?
Bear Ghost, Dakota, ?
Bull's Ghost, Dakota, ?
Chief Ghost, Dakota, ?
Crazy Ghost, Dakota, SD
Ghost Bear, Dakota, SD
Ghost Bull, Cheyenne, MT
Ghost Dog, Dakota, SD
Ghost Heart, Dakota, ?
Ghost Lodge, Dakota, ?
Ghost, Dakota, SD

GO, GOES, GOING, GOINGS, GONE
All Goes, Dakota, ?
Go Forth, Cherokee, OK
Goes Ahead, Crow, MT
Goes In Center, Dakota, SD
Goes in Lodge, Arapaho, WY
Goes in the Lodge, Arapaho, WY
Going to War, Dakota, ?
Goings, Dakota, SD
Gone, Atsina, MT
Gone, Crow, MT
Gosick, Cheyenne, MT
Sun Goes Slow, Crow, MT
The Man who Goes in the Middle, Dakota, ?
The One who Goes Ahead Running, Dakota, ?

GOAT
Goat, Seminole, OK

GOGGLES
Goggles, Dakota, SD

GOOD
Crow Good Voice, Dakota, SD
Crow with a Good Voice, Dakota, ?
Good Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Good Bear, Dakota, ?
Good Bird Voice, Dakota, ?
Good Boy, Dakota, ?
Good Breast, Dakota, SD
Good Buffalo, Dakota, SD
Good Bull, Dakota, ?
Good Crow, Dakota, SD
Good Dog, Dakota, ?
Good Elk Voice, Dakota, ?
Good Horn, Dakota, ?
Good Iron, Dakota, ND
Good Lance, Dakota, SD
Good Man, Dakota, ?
Good Marksman, Dakota, ?
Good Medicine, Dakota, SD
Good Plume, Dakota, SD
Good Road, Dakota, ?

GLASS
Big Looking Glass, Comanche, OK
Good Shield, Dakota, SD
Good Shot, Dakota, SD
Good Soldier, Dakota, SD
Good Sound Metal, Dakota, SD
Good Thunder, Dakota, SD
Good Track, Dakota, SD
Good Voice Elk, Dakota, SD
Good Voice Flute, Dakota, SD
Good Voice, Dakota, SD
Good White Man, Dakota, SD
Good Wind, Dakota, SD
Good Wood, Dakota, SD
Good, Dakota, SD
Goodluck, Navajo, AZ
Goodman, Arapaho, WY
Goodman, Dakota, SD
Goodman, Potawatomi, OK
Goodshot, Dakota, SD
His Good Horse, Dakota, SD
His Good Pipe, Dakota, SD

GOOSE
Bobtailed Goose, Dakota, SD
Drifting Goose, Dakota, SD
Goose, Dakota, SD
Poor Goose, Dakota, SD
Red Goose, Dakota, SD

GOURD
Gourd, Dakota, SD

GRABBING
Grabbing Bear, Dakota, SD

GRAND
Gransinder, Dakota, SD
Grandsinger, Dakota, SD

GRASS
Grass Foot, Dakota, SD
Grass Lodge, Dakota, SD
Grass, Dakota, SD
Grass, Dakota, SD
Grass, Sauk & Fox, OK
Green Grass, Dakota, SD

GRASSHOPPER
Grasshopper, Dakota, SD
Grasshopper, Ojibwa, WI

GRAY, GREY
Gray Eagle, Dakota, SD
Gray Lodge, Dakota, SD
Grey Hand, Dakota, SD
Grey Whirlwind, Dakota, SD
Graywolf, Choctaw, NM
Grey, Dakota, SD
Gray, Dakota, SD
Gray, Cheyenne, MT
Gray, Ojibwa, WI
Grey, Cheyenne, MT
Grey, Ojibwa, WI
Grey Bear, Dakota, ND
Greybear, Dakota, ND
Greybird, Ojibwa, WI

GREASE
Bear grease, Ojibwa, WI
Grease Jr., Dakota, SD
Grease, Dakota, SD

GREEN
Green Grass, Dakota, SD
Green, Colville, WA
Green, Dakota, SD
Green, Nez Perce, ID
Green, Ojibwa, WI
Green, Tlingit, AK

GRIND
Grind Stone, Dakota, SD

GROUND
Groundbear, Arapaho, WY
Hard Ground, Cheyenne, MT
Hardground, Cheyenne, MT
Man that Walks under the Ground, Dakota, SD
On the Ground, Dakota, SD
Walks Under the Ground, Dakota, SD
GUN
GunHammer, Dakota, SD
Knows His Gun, Crow, MT

GUTS
Wolf Guts, Dakota, SD

HAIL
Hail Thunder, Dakota, ?
Red Hail, Dakota, ?

HAIR, HAIRLESS, HAIRY
Bad Yellow Hair, Dakota, SD
Big Hair, Crow, MT
Cut Hair, Dakota, ?
Hair in Lodge, Dakota, ?
Hair Shirt, Dakota, SD
Hair, Arapaho, WY
Hairless, Cheyenne, MT
Hairy Bird, Dakota, SD
Hairy Chin, Dakota, ND
Hairy Shirt, Dakota, SD
Hairychin, Dakota, SD
Little Yellow Hair, Cheyenne, MT
Red Hair, Dakota, SD
White Hair, Arapaho, WY
Yellow Hair, Cheyenne, MT
Yellow Hair, Dakota, SD

HALF
Half moon, Umatilla, ID
Halfaday, Ojibwa, WI

HAMMER
GunHammer, Dakota, SD
Yellow Hammer, Dakota, ND

HAND, HANDED
Bachand, Ojibwa, WI
Bad Hand, Dakota, SD
Bad Left Hand, Dakota, ?
Badhand, Dakota, SD
Big Hand, Dakota, ?
Dead Hand, Dakota, ?
Grey Hand, Dakota, ?
Hand, Arapaho, WY
Hand, Dakota, SD
Iron Hand, Cheyenne, MT
Left Hand Bull, Dakota, SD
Left Hand Running, Dakota, ?
Left Hand Thunder, Dakota, ?
Left Hand Woman, Dakota, ?
Left Hand, Dakota, ?
Left Hand, Dakota, SD
Lefthand Bull, Dakota, SD
Lefthand, Kootenai, MT
Left-Handed Thunder, Dakota, ?
Limber Hand, Cheyenne, MT
No Hand, Dakota, ?
White Hand, Dakota, ?

HANDSOME
Handsome Elk, Dakota, ?

HANGS
Hangs in Walking, Dakota, ?
Hangs Up, Dakota, ?

HARD
Hard Looking Man, Dakota, ?
Hard to Wound, Dakota, ?
Hard Heart, Dakota, SD
Hard Ground, Cheyenne, MT
Hardground, Cheyenne, MT
Hard Head, Ojibwa, WI
Hard Robe, Cheyenne, MT
Hardrobe, Cheyenne, MT
Lays Hard, Dakota, SD
One that Kills in a Hard Place, Dakota, ?

HART, HEART
Bad Heart Bull, Dakota, SD
Bear hart, Ojibwa, WI
Bear heart, Ojibwa, WI
Bear's Heart, Dakota, ?
Brave Heart, Dakota, SD
Braveheart, Dakota, SD
Cloud Heart, Dakota, ?
Fire Heart, Dakota, ?
Fool Heart, Dakota, ?
Ghost Heart, Dakota, ?
Hard Heart, Dakota, SD
Heart Fisher, Dakota, ?
Heart, Dakota, SD
No Heart, Dakota, SD
Old Fire Heart, Dakota, ?
Slow Heart, Dakota, SD
Two Heart, Dakota, SD
Useful Heart, Dakota, ?
Young Fire Heart, Dakota, ?

HAT
Bad Hat, Dakota, ?
Bear Skin Hat, Dakota, ?
Hat, Dakota, SD
Long Hat, Caddo, OK
White Hat, Dakota, SD

HAWK
Afraid of Hawk, Dakota, ND
Afraid of Hawk, Dakota, SD
Big Hawk, Cheyenne, MT
Blackhawk, Cherokee, OK
Blackhawk, Umatilla, ID
Bravehawk, Dakota, SD
Charging Hawk, Dakota, SD
Chasing Hawk, Dakota, SD
Crazy Hawk, Dakota, SD
Eagle Hawk, Dakota, SD
Flying Hawk, Dakota, SD
Hawk Wing, Dakota, SD
Hawk, Colville, WA
Hawk, Dakota, SD
Hawkman, Dakota, ?
High Hawk, Dakota, SD
Iron Hawk, Dakota, SD
Little Hawk, Dakota, SD
Loud Hawk, Dakota, SD
Running Hawk, Dakota, SD
Spotted Hawk, Cheyenne, MT
Swift Hawk, Dakota, SD
Thunder Hawk, Dakota, SD
Walking Hawk, Dakota, ?
White Hawk, Cheyenne, MT
White Hawk, Dakota, SD
Yellow Hawk, Dakota, SD

HE, HIM, HIS
Attack Him, Dakota, SD
Bring Himself, Dakota, ?
Brings Him Back, Dakota, SD
He Crow, Dakota, SD
He Dog, Dakota, ?
He Don't Know, Dakota, ?
He Fears his Horse, Dakota, ?
He has the Crow, Dakota, ?
He Likes It, Dakota, ?
He that Runs the Bear, Dakota, ?
He Who Stole Woman, Dakota, ?
His Brother, Dakota, ?
His Chase, Dakota, ND
His Good Horse, Dakota, ?
His Good Pipe, Dakota, ?
His Horse Comes Out, Dakota, ?
His Horse, Dakota, ?
His Iron Dog, Dakota, ?
His Law, Dakota, SD
His Pipe, Dakota, ?
His Road, Dakota, ?
Jealous of Him, Dakota, SD
Kills Him Alive, Dakota, SD
Knows His Gun, Crow, MT
Makes Him First, Dakota, SD
Man Afraid of his Horses, Dakota, ?
Man that Hurt Himself, Dakota, ?
Not Help Him, Dakota, SD
Points at Him, Dakota, SD
Shield Him, Dakota, SD
Shields Him, Dakota, SD
Stands by Him, Dakota, SD

HEAD
Badger Head, Dakota, ?
Bald Head, Dakota, ?
Big Head Man, Cheyenne, MT
Big Head, Cheyenne, MT
Big Head, Dakota, ?
Big Headman, Cheyenne, MT
Bowed Head, Dakota, ?
Broken Head, Dakota, ?
Buffalo Head, Dakota, ?
Bull Head, Dakota, ?
Chicken Head, Dakota, ?
Elk Head, Dakota, ?
Head, Dakota, ?
BirdsHead, ?, AZ
BirdsHead, ?, OK
Bird Head, Dakota, SD
Bull Head, Dakota, ND
Bushy Head, Arapaho, WY
Fool Head, Dakota, SD
Head, Dakota, SD
Head, Arapaho, WY
Head Swift, Cheyenne, MT
Headswift, Cheyenne, MT
Hard Head, Ojibwa, WI
LittleHead, Cheyenne, MT
Owl Head, Dakota, ?
Old Bull Head, Dakota, ?
Pretty Head, Dakota, ?
Red Head, Dakota, ?
Shave Head, Arapaho, MT
Shave Head, Cheyenne, MT
Shavey Head, Arapaho, WY
Wounded Head, Dakota, SD
Wounded Head, Siksika, ?

HEARS
Hears the Wind, Dakota, ?

HEART; see HART, HEART

HEELS
Bear Heels, Dakota, SD

HELP
Not Help Him, Dakota, SD

HER, SHE
Her Law, Dakota, ?
Her Pack, Dakota, ?
Her Many Horses, Dakota, SD
She who has been Seen, Winnebago, WI

HIGH
Bear Stands High, Dakota, ?
High Back Bone, Dakota, ?
High Bald Eagle, Dakota, SD
High Bear, Dakota, ?
High Bird, Dakota, ?
High Bull, Dakota, SD
High Bull, Dakota, SD
High Crane, Dakota, ?
High Dog, Dakota, ?
High Eagle, Dakota, ?
High Hawk, Dakota, SD
High Horse, Dakota, SD
High Horse, Dakota, SD
High Otter, Dakota, ?
High Pine, Dakota, SD
High Rock, Dakota, SD
High Walker, Cheyenne, MT
High White Man, Dakota, SD
High Wolf, Dakota, ?
Higheagle, Dakota, ND
Higheagle, Nez Perce, ID
Highwalker, Cheyenne, MT

HILL
Bull on the Hill, Dakota, ?
Hill, Arapaho, WY
Hill, Colville, WA
Hill, Dakota, ND
Hill, Dakota, SD
Hill, Oneida, Canada
Hill, Oneida, WI
Hill, Spokane, WA
Hill, Yuma, CA
Hill, Dakota, SD
Lone Hill, Dakota, SD
Upon the Hill, Dakota, ?

HIP
Pain on Hip, Dakota, SD
Woman's Hip, Dakota, ?

HOG
Wild Hog, Dakota, ?

HOLES
Plenty Holes, Dakota, SD

HOLLOW
Hollow Bear, Dakota, ?
Hollow Horn, Dakota, SD
Hollow Breast, Cheyenne, MT
Hollowbreast, Cheyenne, MT
Hollow Horn Bear, Dakota, SD

**HOLY, HOLINESS**
Brings Forth Holiness, Dakota, ND
Holy Elk, Dakota, SD
Holy Dance, Dakota, SD
Holy Eagle, Dakota, SD
Holy Elk Face, Dakota, ND
New Holy, Dakota, SD
Sitting Holy, Dakota, SD
Walks Holy, Dakota, SD

**HOOF**
Hoof, Dakota, SD
Red Hoof, Dakota, ?

**HOOP**
Black Hoop, Dakota, ?
Cloud Hoop, Dakota, ?
Iron Hoop, Dakota, ?
Little Hoop, Dakota, SD

**HORN, HORNED, HORNS**
Big Corn Horn, Dakota, ?
Black Horn, Dakota, ?
Black Horn, Dakota, SD
Bushy Horn, Dakota, ?
Crooked Horn Woman, Dakota, ?
Crooked Horn, Dakota, ?
Four Horns, Dakota, SD
Good Horn, Dakota, ?
Hollow Horn Bear, Dakota, SD
Hollow Horn, Dakota, SD
Horn Cloud, Dakota, SD
Horn Eagle, Dakota, ?
Horn, Arapaho, WY
Horn, Dakota, ?
Horn, Ojibwa, MI
Horned Antelope, Dakota, SD
Horned Dog, Dakota, ?
Horned Eagle, Dakota, SD
Horned Horse, Dakota, ?
Iron Horn Bull, Dakota, ?
Iron Horn Dog, Dakota, ?
Iron Horn, Dakota, ?
No Horn, Dakota, ?
One Horn, Dakota, SD
Red Horn, Dakota, ND
Short Horn, Dakota, SD
Wind Horn, Dakota, ?
Wooden Horn, Dakota, ?
Yellow Horn, Dakota, ?

**HORSE, HORSES**
Afraid of his Horse, Dakota, ?
American Horse, Cheyenne, MT
American Horse, Dakota, SD
Bad Horse, Cheyenne, MT
Bear Horse, Dakota, SD
Black Horse, Dakota, SD
Black Spotted Horse, Dakota, SD
Blackhorse, Cheyenne, MT
Blackhorse, Dakota, SD
Blue Horse, Dakota, SD
Bluehorse, Dakota, SD
Chasing Horse, Dakota, ?
Eagle Horse, Dakota, ?
Fast Horse, Cheyenne, MT
Fast Horse, Dakota, MT
Fast Horse, Dakota, ND
Fast Horse, Dakota, SD
Flying Horse, Dakota, SD
He Fears his Horse, Dakota, ?
Her Many Horses, Dakota, SD
High Horse, Dakota, SD
His Good Horse, Dakota, ?
His Horse Comes Out, Dakota, ?
His Horse, Dakota, ?
Horned Horse, Dakota, ?
Horse Looking, Dakota, SD
Horse Road, Cheyenne, MT
Horse, Dakota, SD
Horse, Kiowa, OK
Horsechief, Kiowa, OK
Horsechief, Pawnee, OK
Horseman, Atsina, MT
Horserunner, Dakota, SD
Hunts Horses, Dakota, SD
Iron Horse, Dakota, ?
Killed on Horseback, Dakota, ?
Leading Horse, Dakota, SD
Little Spotted Horse, Dakota, SD
Looking Horse, Dakota, ?
Man Afraid of his Horses, Dakota, ?
Medicine Horse, Crow, MT
Medicine Horse, Dakota, ?
No Horses, Dakota, SD
Red Ear Horse, Dakota, SD
Red Horse, Dakota, ?
Ride the Horse, ?, WY
Road Horse, Cheyenne, MT
Running Horse, Dakota, SD
Spotted Horse, Cheyenne, MT
Spotted Horse, Crow, MT
Spotted Horse, Dakota, SD
Stranger Horse, Dakota, SD
Takes Horse, Dakota, SD
Thunder Horse, Dakota, SD
twohorse, Dakota, SD
Walkinghorse, Cheyenne, MT
Whirlwind Horse, Dakota, SD
White Horse, Arapaho, ?
White Horse, Cheyenne, MT
White Horse, Dakota, SD
Whitehorse, Kiowa, OK
Yellow Horse, Arapaho, WY
Yellow Horse, Dakota, SD
Yellowhorse, Cheyenne, MT
Yellowhorse, Navajo, AZ
Young Man Afraid of his Horses, Dakota, ?

HUGE
Huge, Ojibwa, WI

HUMP
Hump, Dakota, ?

HUNDRED
Hundred, Dakota, ?

HUNGRY
Hungry, Dakota, SD

HUNT, HUNTS, HUNTER
Hunt, ?, OK
Hunt, California, CA
Hunt, Colville, WA
Hunter, Caddo, OK
Hunter, Kiowa, OK
Hunter, Dakota, SD
Hunts Arrow, Crow, MT
Hunts Horses, Dakota, SD
Spoonhunter, Arapaho, WY
Walking Hunter, Dakota, ?

HURT
Hurt Another, Dakota, ?
Man that Hurt Himself, Dakota, ?

ICE
Ice, Dakota, SD
Iceman, Arapaho, WY

INSIDE
Black Inside, Dakota, ?

IRON
Bad Iron, Dakota, ?
Blue Iron, Dakota, ?
Four Iron Legs, Dakota, ?
Good Iron, Dakota, ND,
Goodiron, Dakota, ND
His Iron Dog, Dakota, ?
Iron Blanket, Dakota, ?
Iron Boy, Dakota, SD
Iron Bull, Dakota, SD
Iron Cane, Dakota, ?

HOUSE
Close to the House, Dakota, ?
Jack near the House, Dakota, ?
John near the House, Dakota, ?
Red House, Navajo, AZ

HOW
Don't Know How, Dakota, ?

HOWLING
Howling Antelope, Cheyenne, MT
Howlingantelope, Cheyenne, MT
Iron Cloud, Dakota, SD
Iron Crow, Dakota, SD
Iron Elk, Dakota, ?
Iron Eye, Dakota, ?
Iron Eyes, Dakota, ?
Iron Hawk, Dakota, SD
Iron Hoop, Dakota, ?
Iron Horn Bull, Dakota, ?
Iron Horn Dog, Dakota, ?
Iron Horn, Dakota, ?
Iron Horse, Dakota, ?
Iron Leggin, Dakota, ?
Iron Moccasin, Dakota, SD
Iron Nails, Dakota, ?
Iron Nation, Dakota, ?
Iron Necklace, Dakota, ?
Iron Necklace, Siksika, ?
Iron Rope, Dakota, SD
Iron Shell, Dakota, ?
Iron Shell, Dakota, SD
Iron Sided Bear, Dakota, ?
Iron Teeth, Dakota, SD
Iron Thunder, Dakota, ?
Iron Voice, Dakota, ?
Iron White Man, Dakota, SD
Iron Wind, Dakota, ?
Iron Wing, Dakota, SD
Irondoor, Dakota, ?
Plays with Iron, Dakota, ?
Quick Iron, Dakota, ?
Walking Iron, Dakota, ?
Walking with Iron, Dakota, ?

JEALOUS
Jealous of Him, Dakota, SD

JOINT
Neck Joint, Dakota, ?

JUMP, JUMPER, JUMPING
Black Jumper, Dakota, ?
Jump Up, Dakota, ?
Jump, Osage, AZ
Jumping Bull, Dakota, SD
Jumping Eagle, Dakota, SD
Jumping Elk, Dakota, SD

KEEP, KEEPS
Keep the Eagle, Dakota, ?
Keeps the Mountain, Dakota, SD
Keepseagle, Dakota, ND

KETTLE
Afraid of Kettle, Dakota, ?
Packettle, Dakota, ?

KICKING
Kicking Bear, Dakota, SD

KILL, KILLS, KILLED, KILLER
Killed Dead, Dakota, ?
Killed, Dakota, ?
Killed by Thunder, Dakota, ?
Killed Many, Dakota, ?
Killed on Horseback, Dakota, ?
Killed, Dakota, ?
Killed Lightning, Dakota, ?
Killed Plenty, Dakota, ?
Killed the Bear, Dakota, ?
Bear Killer, Dakota, SD
Killer, Dakota, SD
Kills Back, Dakota, SD
Kills Crow, Dakota, SD
Kills Enemy, Dakota, SD
Kills in Sight, Dakota, SD
Kills in Water, Dakota, SD

IT
He Likes It, Dakota, ?
Surrounds It, Dakota, SD

JACK
Jack near the House, Dakota, ?
Snowjack, Chelan, WA
Snowjack, Colville, WA

JAW
Broken Jaw, Cheyenne, MT
Longjaw, ?, MT
Long Jaw, Cheyenne, MT
Kills Right, Dakota, SD
Kills Small, Dakota, SD
Kills Straight, Dakota, SD
Kills the Enemy, Dakota, SD
Kills Warrior, Dakota, SD
Kills Enemy, Dakota, SD
Kills Him Alive, Dakota, SD
Kills Night, Cheyenne, MT
Killsnight, Cheyenne, MT
Kills Plenty, Dakota, SD
Killsenemy, Dakota, SD
Killstraight, Dakota, SD
Little Killer, Dakota, SD
One that Kills the Bear, Dakota, ?
White Cow Killer, Dakota, SD

KNOW, KNOWS, KNOWN
Don’t Know How, Dakota, ?
Fights Well Known, Crow, MT
He Don’t Know, Dakota, ?
Knows His Gun, Crow, MT

LAKOTA
Lakota, Dakota, SD

LAME
Lame, Dakota, SD
Lame Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Lamebear, Cheyenne, MT
Lame Dog, Dakota, SD
Lame Omaha, Dakota, SD

LANCE
Eye Lance, Dakota, ?
Sound of the Flying Lance, Dakota, ND
Good Lance, Dakota, SD
One that has the Lance, Dakota, ?
White Lance, Dakota, SD

LASH
Lash, Shasta, OR
Lash, Umpqua, OR

LAST
Last Born, Dakota, ?
Last Horse, Dakota, SD
Walks Last, Cheyenne, MT

LAUGHING
Flying Laughing, Dakota, ?

LAW
Her Law, Dakota, ?
His Law, Dakota, SD

LAYS
Lays Bad, Dakota, SD
Lays Hard, Dakota, SD

LAZY
Lazy Bear, Dakota, ?
LEAD, LEADS LEADER, LEADING
Leader, Dakota, SD
Leader Charge, Dakota, SD
Leading Horse, Dakota, SD
Leading Fighter, Dakota, SD
Leading Horse, Dakota, SD
Leeds, Dakota, SD

LEAF
Leaf, Dakota, ?
Leaf, Cherokee, OK
No Leaf, Dakota, SD
Red Leaf, Dakota, SD

LEFT
Bad Left Hand, Dakota, ?
Big Left Hand, Cheyenne, MT
Biglefthand, Cheyenne, MT
Left Hand Bull, Dakota, SD
Left Hand Running, Dakota, ?
Left Hand Thunder, Dakota, ?
Left Hand Woman, Dakota, ?
Left Hand, Dakota, ?
Left Hand, Dakota, SD
Left Hand Bull, Dakota, SD
LeftHand, Kootenai, MT
Left-Handed Thunder, Dakota, ?

LEG, LEGGIN, LEGS
Blue Legs, Dakota, SD
Four Iron Legs, Dakota, ?
Iron Leggin, Dakota, ?
Lost Leg, Cheyenne, MT
Lost Legs, Cheyenne, MT
Lostleg, Cheyenne, MT
Pawnee Leggins, Dakota, SD
Red Legs, Dakota, ?
Wooden Legs, Cheyenne, MT
Wounded Knee, Dakota, ?

LESS
Fearless, Dakota, SD
Hairless, Cheyenne, MT

LIFE
Bear Saves Life, Dakota, SD

LIGHT, LIGHTS
Light Feather, Ojibwa, WI
Lights, Dakota, SD
White Light, Dakota, ?

LIGHTNING
Kills Lightning, Dakota, ?
Lightning Bear, Dakota, ?
Lightning Bull, Dakota, ?
Lightning, Dakota, ?
Lightning Bear, Dakota, ?
Lightning Bull, Dakota, ?
Lightning, Dakota, ?
Pretty Lightning, Dakota, ?

LIKE, LIKES
He Likes It, Dakota, ?
Man Like a Bear, Dakota, ?

LIFE
Saves Life, Dakota, SD

LIMBER
Limber Hand, Cheyenne, MT

LIMPY
Limpy, Cheyenne, MT

LIP
Lip, Dakota, SD

LISTENS, LISTENING
Dog Listens, Dakota, ?
Listening to the Wind, Dakota, ?

LITTLE
Coyote Little, Cheyenne, MT
Coyotelittle, Cheyenne, MT
Little Antelope, Arapaho, WY
Little Bald Eagle, Dakota, SD
Little Bear, Dakota, SD
Little Bear, Osage, OK
Little Bird, Cheyenne, MT
Little bird, Cheyenne, MT
Little Bull, Dakota, SD
Little Bull, Dakota, ?
Little Bear, Dakota, SD
Little Black, Dakota, SD
Little Blackfoot, Cheyenne, MT
Little Boy, Ojibwa, MT
Little Brave, Dakota, SD
Little Brave, Dakota, ?
Little Chief, Arapaho, ?
Little Chief, Cheyenne, ?
Little Chief, Kiowa, OK
Little Coyote, Cheyenne, MT
Little Crow, Dakota, SD
Little Day, Dakota, ?
Little Dog, Dakota, SD
Little Eagle, Cheyenne, MT
Little Eagle, Dakota, SD
Little Elk, Dakota, SD
Little Finger, Dakota, SD
Little Hawk, Dakota, SD
Little Head, Dakota, SD
Little Moon, Dakota, SD
Little Mouth, Cheyenne, MT
Little Pheasant, Dakota, ?
Little Rabbit, Dakota, ?
Little Sack, Dakota, SD
Little Soldier, Dakota, SD
Little Spotted Horse, Dakota, SD
Little Sun, Cheyenne, MT
Little Thunder, Dakota, SD
Little Voice, Dakota, ?
Little Whirl Wind, Cheyenne, MT
Little Whirlwind, Dakota, SD
Living Bear, Dakota, ?
Living Outside, Dakota, SD
Lizard, Colville, WA
Loaf, Loafer, Dakota, SD
No Loaf, Dakota, SD
Loafer, Dakota, SD
Loafer Jo, Dakota, SD
Loans Arrow, Dakota, ND
Bad Lodge, Dakota, ?
Between Lodge, Dakota, SD
Carry the Lodge, Dakota, ?
Ghost Lodge, Dakota, ?
Goes in Lodge, Arapaho, WY
Grass Lodge, Dakota, ?
Gray Lodge, Dakota, ?
Hair in Lodge, Dakota, ?
Lodge Baseter, Arapaho, WY
Lodge Pole, Dakota, ?
Lodge Smoke, Dakota, ?
Lodge, Arapaho, WY
Lodge, Dakota, SD
Lodgepole, Crow, MT
Lodgepole, Crow, MT
Old Lodge, Dakota, ?
Runs Close to Lodge, Dakota, SD
Runs Close to the Lodge, Dakota, SD
Yellow Lodge, Dakota, ND

LOG
Splitlog, Seneca, OK

LONE, LONES
Lone Bear, Arapaho, WY
Lone Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Lone Bear, Dakota, ?
Lone Dog, ?, WY
Lone Dog, Dakota, SD
Lone Elk, Cheyenne, MT
Lone Elk, Dakota, SD
Lone Hill, Dakota, SD
Lone Star, Dakota, SD
Lone Wolf, Cheyenne, MT
Lone Wolf, Dakota, ND
Lone Wolf, Dakota, SD
Lonedog, ?, WY
Lones Arrow, Dakota, ND

LONG, LONGER
Long Bear Claws, Dakota, ?
Long Chase, Dakota, ND
Long Coyote, Dakota, ?
Long Feather, Dakota, ?
Long Fox, Dakota, ?
Long Hat, Caddo, OK
Long Head, Dakota, ?
Long Horn, Dakota, ?
Long Jaw, Cheyenne, MT
Long Mandan, Dakota, ?
Long Mandan's Son, Dakota, ?
Long Pine, Dakota, ?
Long Pumpkin, Dakota, SD
Long Roach, Cheyenne, MT
Long Soldier, Dakota, SD
Long Star, Dakota, ?
Long Stone, Dakota, ?
Long Tracks, Dakota, SD
Long Tree, Dakota, ?
Long Twin, Dakota, ?
Long Visitor, Dakota, SD
Long Warrior, Dakota, SD
Long Wolf, Dakota, SD
Long, Colville, WA
Long, Creek, OK
Long, Dakota, SD
Long, Menominee, WI
Longbody, Ojibwa, WI
LongBull, Dakota, ND
Longer, ?, ND
Longer, ?, WI

LOOK, LOOKS, LOOKING
Badlookingboy, Arapaho, WY
Bear that Looks Behind, Dakota, ?
Big Looking Glass, Comanche, OK
Calflooking, Siksika, MT
Hard Looking Man, Dakota, ?
Horse Looking, Dakota, SD
Look, Colville, WA
Lookaround, Menominee, WI
Looking Bear, Dakota, ?
Looking Crow, Dakota, ?
Looking Elk, Dakota, SD
Looking Horse, Dakota, ?
Looklo, Choctaw, OK
Looks Back, Dakota, SD
Looks Twice, Dakota, SD
Lookwood, Cherokee, OK

LOONS
Loons, Ojibwa, WI
Loons Foot, Ojibwa, WI

LOST
Lost Leg, Cheyenne, MT
Lostleg, Cheyenne, MT
Lost Legs, Cheyenne, MT

LOUD
Loud Hawk, Dakota, SD
Loudbear, Menominee, WI
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOUSE, LOUSY</strong></td>
<td>Eagle Louse, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>Lousy, Dakota, ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOVES</strong></td>
<td>Loves War, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOW, LO, LOWER</strong></td>
<td>Looklo, Choctaw, OK</td>
<td>Low Bear, Dakota, ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Bear, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Busk, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower Brule, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LUCK</strong></td>
<td>Goodluck, Navajo, AZ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LUMMI</strong></td>
<td>Lummi, Lummi, WA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LUNGS</strong></td>
<td>White Lungs, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAD</strong></td>
<td>Mad Bear, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mad Elk, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mad Plume, Siksika, MT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mad Shade, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAGGOT</strong></td>
<td>White Maggot, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAGPIE</strong></td>
<td>Magpie, Arikara, MT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magpie, Cheyenne, MT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magpie Eagle, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White Magpie, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAID</strong></td>
<td>Moomaid, ?, WA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAKE, MAKES</strong></td>
<td>Make Shine, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>Makes Him First, Dakota, SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Makes Him First, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Makes Room For Them, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Makes Smoke, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Makeshine, ?, WY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAKewit</strong></td>
<td>, WI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MALE</strong></td>
<td>Male Bear, ?, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Only Male, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAN</strong></td>
<td>Bear Man, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Big Head Man, Cheyenne, MT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bigman, Arapaho, WY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black Man, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black White Man, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blindman, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chief White Man, Siksika, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cloudman, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crow Man, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eagle Man, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eagleman, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fat Man, Arapaho, MT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feather Man, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Featherman, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Featherman, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good Man, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good Marksman, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good White Man, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goodman, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goodman, Potawatomi, OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hard Looking Man, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hawkman, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High White Man, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horseman, Atsina, MT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iceman, Arapaho, WY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iron White Man, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Little White Man, Cheyenne, MT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Little White Man, Dakota, SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Littleoldman, Cheyenne, MT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Littlewhiteman, Cheyenne, MT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Man AFraid of his Horses, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Man AFraid, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Man Like a Bear, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Man that Hurt Himself, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Man that Walks under the Ground, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Man White Cow, Dakota, ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Man who Blazed From the Mount, Dakota, ?
Man, Arapaho, WY
Medicine Man, Dakota, ?
Old Man No Heart, Dakota, ?
Old Man Running Bear, Dakota, ?
Oldman, Arapaho, WY
Oldman, Dakota, SD
Only Man, Dakota, ?
Otterman, Dakota, SD
Red Man, Arapaho, WY
Red Man, Cheyenne, MT
Red-man, Cheyenne, MT
Shortman, Atsina, MT
Sitting Man, Cheyenne, MT
Tall White Man, Cheyenne, MT
The Man that Runs in his Tracks, Dakota, ?
The Man that Steps Far, Dakota, ?
The Man that Stirs, Dakota, ?
The Man who Goes in the Middle, Dakota, ?
The Man who Tells the Truth, Dakota, ?
The Medicine White Man, Dakota, ?
Thunder Man, Dakota, ?
Top Man, Arapaho, ?
White Man, Arapaho, WY
White Man, Dakota, ?
Wolf Fatman, Cheyenne, MT
Yellow Man, Dakota, ?
Young Man Afraid of his Horses, Dakota, ?
Young Man Running Bear, Dakota, ?

MANDAN
Tall Mandan, Dakota, SD

MANY
Killed Many, Dakota, ?
Her Many Horses, Dakota, SD
Many Eagles, Dakota, ?
Many Horses, Dakota, ND
Many Wounds, Dakota, ND

MARKS
Good Marksman, Dakota, ?

MARRROW
Marrowbone, Dakota, SD

METAL
Good Sound Metal, Dakota, ?

MEDICINE
Afraid of Medicine, Dakota, ?
Good Medicine, Dakota, SD
Medicine Bear Track, Dakota, ?
Medicine Bear, Dakota, SD
Medicine Bird, Cheyenne, MT
Medicine Blanket, Dakota, SD
Medicine Bull, Cheyenne, MT
Medicine Bull, Dakota, ?
Medicine Cedar, Dakota, ?
Medicine Cow Standing, Dakota, ?
Medicine Crow, Dakota, ?
Medicine Eagle, Arapaho, WY
Medicine Eagle, Dakota, ?
Medicine Elk, Cheyenne, MT
Medicine Elk, Dakota, ?
Medicine Flying, Cheyenne, MT
Medicine Horse, Crow, MT
Medicine Horse, Dakota, ?
Medicine Man, Dakota, ?
Medicine Mouth, Dakota, ?
Medicine Road, Arapaho, WY
Medicine Top, Cheyenne, MT
Medicine Voice, Dakota, ?
Own Medicine, Dakota, ?
Runs Medicine, Arapaho, WY
The Medicine White Man, Dakota, ?

MIDDLE
Camp in the Middle, Dakota, ?
Middle Thigh, Dakota, ?
Sits in the Middle, Atsina, MT
The Man who Goes in the Middle, Dakota, ?

MILK
Bad Milk, Dakota, SD
Milk, Dakota, SD

MINK
Crazy Mink, Dakota, ?

**MISSES**
Never Misses a Shot, Dakota, SD
Never Misses, Dakota, SD

**MOCCASIN, MOCCASINS**
Bad Moccasins, Siksika, ?
Beaded Moccasins, Dakota, ?
Iron Moccasin, Dakota, SD
No Moccasin, Dakota, SD
Wolf Moccasin, Dakota, ?

**MOO**
Moomaid, ?, WA

**MOON**
Black Moon, Dakota, ?
Moon, Menominee, WI
Halfmoon, Umatilla, ID
Little Moon, Dakota, SD
White Moon, Cheyenne, MT

**MOSS**
Moss, Arapaho, WY

**MOUNT, MOUNTAIN**
Keeps the Mountain, Dakota, SD
Man who Blazed From the Mount, Dakota, ?
Mountain Chief, Siksika, MT
Rocky Mountain, Dakota, SD
White Mountain, ?, SD

**MOUSE**
Mouse Eye, Dakota, ?
White Mouse, Dakota, SD

**MOUTH**
Blue Mouth, Dakota, ?
Little Mouth, Cheyenne, MT
Medicine Mouth, Dakota, ?
Wounded Mouth, Dakota, ?

**MOVES**
Moves Camp, Dakota, SD

**MUGGING**
Mugging, Dakota, SD

**MULE**
Belly Mule, Cheyenne, MT
Crazy Mule, Cheyenne, MT
Crazymule, Cheyenne, MT

**MURMURING**
Murmuring Water, Dakota, ?

**MUSKRAT**
Muskrat, Dakota, ?

**MUSTACHE**
Mustache, Ojibwa, WI

**MYSTERIOUS**
Mysterious Woman, Dakota, ?

**NAILS**
Iron Nails, Dakota, ?

**NAME**
Wolf Name, Cheyenne, MT

**NATION**
Iron Nation, Dakota, ?

**NEAR**
Jack near the House, Dakota, ?
John near the House, Dakota, ?

**NECK**
Deer's Neck, Dakota, ?
Neck, Dakota, SD
Neck Joint, Dakota, ?
Red Neck, Cheyenne, MT

**NECKLACE**
Bear Necklace, Dakota, ?
Bone Necklace, Dakota, ?
Eagle Necklace, Dakota, ?
Bird Necklace, Dakota, SD
Iron Necklace, Dakota, ?
Iron Necklace, Siksika, ?
Crow Necklace, Dakota, ND
Crownecklace, Dakota, ND
Iron Necklace, Dakota, ND
Necklace, Dakota, SD
Wolf Necklace, Dakota, ?

NEST
Flying Nest, Dakota, ?
Iron Nest, Dakota, SD

NEVER
Never Misses a Shot, Dakota, SD
Never Misses, Dakota, SD

NEW
New Holy, Dakota, SD

NIGHT
Kills Night, Cheyenne, MT
Killsnight, Cheyenne, MT
Night Chase, Dakota, SD
Night Pipe, Dakota, SD
Night Shield, Dakota, SD

NO, NOT
No Eyes, Dakota, ?
No Flesh, Dakota, ?
No Hand, Dakota, ?
No Heart, Dakota, SD
No Horn, Dakota, ?
No Horses, Dakota, SD
No Leaf, Dakota, SD
No Loaf, Dakota, SD
No Moccasin, Dakota, SD
No Moccasin, Dakota, SD
No Thigh, Dakota, ?
No Water, Dakota, SD
Not Afraid of Anything, Dakota, ?
Not Afraid of Bear, Dakota, ?
Not Afraid, Crow, MT
Not Afraid, Dakota, ?
Not Help Him, Dakota, SD
Not Stampede, Dakota, SD
Old Man No Heart, Dakota, ?

NOISE, NOISY
Coming with Noise, Dakota, ?
Noise, Dakota, ?
Noisy, Dakota, SD

NOSE
Bear Nose, Dakota, SD
Broken Nose, Dakota, SD
Sharp Nose, Cheyenne, MT
Yellow Nose, Cheyenne, MT

NOTHING
Afraid of Nothing, Dakota, ?
Forgets Nothing, Dakota, SD
Respects Nothing, Dakota, SD

OLD, OLDS, OLDEST
Littleoldman, Cheyenne, MT
Old Lodge, Dakota, ?
Oldman, Dakota, SD
Old Man No Heart, Dakota, ?
Oldman, Arapaho, WY
Old Man No Heart, Dakota, ?
Old Man Running Bear, Dakota, ?
Oldson, Dakota, SD
One that is Afraid of Shield, Dakota, ?
Old Strike, Dakota, ?
Old Turtle, Dakota, ?
Old Wolf, Cheyenne, MT
Oldest Child, Dakota, ?
Olds, Ojibwa, MI

OMAHA
Lame Omaha, Dakota, SD
Omaha, Dakota, ?
Omaha Boy, Dakota, SD

ON
On the Ground, Dakota, ?
On the Trees, Dakota, ?

ONE
One Bear, ?, MT
One Bull, Dakota, ?
One Ear, Dakota, ?
One Feather, Dakota, SD
One Horn, Dakota, ?
One Horn, Dakota, SD
One in Center, Dakota, ?
One Star, Dakota, SD
One that Cuts Off, Dakota, ?
One that has the Lance, Dakota, ?
One that is Afraid of Shield, Dakota, ?
One that Kills in a Hard Place, Dakota, ?
One that Kills the Bear, Dakota, ?
One that Presents the Pipe, Dakota, ?
One Trigger, Dakota, ?
One who Feels, Dakota, ?
The One who Goes Ahead Running, Dakota, ?
The One who Rattles as he Walks, Dakota, ?
The One who Shoots Walking, Dakota, ?
The One who Took the Stick, Dakota, ?

ONLY
Only Male, Dakota, ?
Only Man, Dakota, ?

ORDERS
Orders, Cherokee, OK

OTTER
Brown Otter, Dakota, ND
High Otter, Dakota, ?
Otter, Menominee, WI
Otterman, Dakota, SD

OUT
Bear Comes Out, Cheyenne, MT
Comes Out Bear, Dakota, SD
His Horse Comes Out, Dakota, ?
Living Outside, Dakota, SD
Star Comes Out, Dakota, SD
Walk Out of the Way, Dakota, ?
Walks Out, Dakota, SD

OVER
Fights Over, Dakota, SD
Red All Over, Dakota, ?

OWL
Big Owl, Dakota, SD
Black Owl, Kiowa, OK

Blackowl, Kiowa, OK
Owl Head, Dakota, ?
Owl Sing, Dakota, SD
Owl, Arapaho, WY
Pretty Owl, Dakota, ?
Red Owl, Dakota, SD
Strange Owl, Cheyenne, MT
Strange Owl, Dakota, MT
White Owl, Dakota, ?
Yellow Owl, Dakota, ?
Yellow Owl, Siksika, MT

OWN, OWNS
Own Medicine, Dakota, ?
Owns The Fire, Dakota, SD

PACK
Her Pack, Dakota, ?
Packettle, Dakota, ?
Willow Pack, Dakota, ?

PAIN
Pain on Hip, Dakota, SD

PAINT
Paint Face Blue, Dakota, ?
Pretty Paint, Crow, MT
Red Paint, Dakota, SD

PANTALOONS
Pantaloons, Dakota, ?

PAW
Bear Paw, Dakota, ?

PAWNEE
Pawnee Leggins, Dakota, SD

PEACOCK
Peacock, Ojibwa, WI

PHEASANT
Little Pheasant, Dakota, ?

PICKET
Picket Pin, Dakota, SD
PIECE
Piece of Robe, Dakota, ?

PILER
Wood Piler, Dakota, ?

PIMPS
Pimps, Yakima, WA

PIN
Picket Pin, Dakota, SD

PINE
Break Pine, Dakota, ?
Pine, Arapaho, WY
Pine, Cheyenne, MT
Pine, Ojibwa, WI
High Pine, Dakota, SD

PIPE
Fills the Pipe, Dakota, SD
His Good Pipe, Dakota, ?
His Pipe, Dakota, ?
Night Pipe, Dakota, SD
One that Presents the Pipe, Dakota, ?

PITCHER
Carpitcher, Seminole, OK

PLACE
Cold Place, Dakota, ?
One that Kills in a Hard Place, Dakota, ?

PLAIN
Plain Bull, Crow, MT
Plain Feather, Crow, MT

PLAINS
Dog on the Plains, Dakota, ?

PLAYER, PLAYS, PLAYING
Flute Player, Dakota, ?
Playingbear, Cheyenne, MT
Plays with Iron, Dakota, ?

PLENTY
Brings Plenty, Dakota, SD
Brought Plenty, Dakota, ND
Kills Plenty, Dakota, ?
Kills Plenty, Dakota, SD
Plenty Arrows, Dakota, SD
Plenty Bears, Dakota, ?
Plenty Chief, Dakota, ND
Plenty Crow, Dakota, ?
Plenty Holes, Dakota, SD
Plenty Holes, Dakota, SD
Plenty to Eat, Dakota, ?
Plenty White, Dakota, ?
Plenty Wolf, Dakota, SD
Plenty Wolf, Dakota, SD
Plenty Wounds, Dakota, SD
Turns Plenty, Crow, MT

PLOW
Plow, Dakota, ?

PLUCKS
Plucks Porcupine, Dakota, SD

PLUME
Plume, Arapaho, WY
Plume, Cheyenne, MT
Plume, Dakota, ND,
Good Plume, Dakota, SD
Mad Plume, Siksika, MT
Plume, Dakota, SD
Red Plume, Dakota, ?
Red Plume, Arapaho, WY
White Plume, Arapaho, WY
White Plume, Dakota, SD
Yellow Plume, Arapaho, WY

POINTS
Points at Him, Dakota, SD
POLE
Lodgepole, Crow, MT
Lodge Pole, Dakota, ?

PONCA
Ponca, Dakota, SD

POOR
Poor Bear, Dakota, SD
Poor Clown, Dakota, ?
Poor Dog, Dakota, ?
Poor Elk, Dakota, ?
Poor Goose, Dakota, ?
Poor Shoulder Blade, Dakota, ?
Poor Thunder, Dakota, SD
Poor, Dakota, ?
Poor Thunder, Dakota, SD
Sits Poor, Dakota, SD

PORCUPINE
Plucks Porcupine, Dakota, SD
Porcupine Sack, Dakota, ?
Porcupine, Dakota, SD

PRAIRIE
Black Prairie Chicken, Dakota, ?
Burnt Prairie, Dakota, ?

PRESENTS
One that Presents the Pipe, Dakota, ?

PRETENDS
Pretends Eagle, Dakota, ND

PRETTY
Pretty Bear, Dakota, ?
Pretty Boy, Dakota, ?
Pretty Boy, Dakota, SD
Pretty Dog, Dakota, ?
Pretty Girl, Dakota, ?
Pretty Head, Dakota, ?
Pretty Lightning, Dakota, ?
Pretty on Top, Crow, MT
Pretty Owl, Dakota, ?
Pretty Paint, Crow, MT
Pretty Sounding Flute, Dakota, ?
Pretty Whirlwind, Dakota, ?
Pretty Woman, Dakota, ?

PUMPKIN
Long Pumpkin, Dakota, SD
Pumpkin Rind, Dakota, ?
Pumpkin Seed, Dakota, SD

PUP
Pup, Dakota, SD

PUT
Put on the Foot, Dakota, ?

QUAPAW
Quapaw, Quapaw, OK

QUICK
Quick Bear, Dakota, SD
Quick Eagle, Dakota, ?
Quick Iron, Dakota, ?

QUILT
Bed Quilt, Dakota, ?

QUIVER
Bear Quiver, Cheyenne, MT
Quiver, Dakota, SD

RABBIT
Little Rabbit, Dakota, ?
Rabbit, Dakota, SD
White Rabbit, Dakota, SD

RAIN
Rain-in-the-Face, Dakota, ?

RANG
Wolfrang, Arapaho, WY

RAPPER
Rapper, Dakota, ?

RATTLER, RATTLES, RATTLING
Rattler, Dakota, ?
Rattling Ribs, Dakota, ?
Rattling Runner, Dakota, ?
The One who Rattles as he Walks, Dakota, ?

RAVEN
Spottedraven, Atsina, MT

RED, REDDEST
Red All Over, Dakota, ?
Red Arm, Dakota, ?
Red Bear, Dakota, ?
Red Bear, Dakota, SD
Red Bird, Cheyenne, MT
Red Bird, Dakota, SD
Red Bird, Kiowa, OK
Red Boy, Dakota, ?
Red Breast, Dakota, ?
Red Breath Bear, Dakota, SD
Red Breath, Cheyenne, MT
Red Bull, Dakota, ?
Red Cherries, Cheyenne, MT
Red Cloud, Cheyenne, MT
Red Cloud, Dakota, SD
Red Day, Dakota, ?
Red Dog, Dakota, ?
Red Door, Dakota, ?
Red Eagle, Cheyenne, MT
Red Eagle, Dakota, ?
Red Eagle, Dakota, SD
Red Eagle, Ojibwa, WI
Red Ear Horse, Dakota, SD
Red Ear, Dakota, ?
Red Elk, Dakota, SD
Red Ensign, Dakota, ?
Red Eyes, Dakota, SD
Red Feather, Dakota, SD
Red Fox, Dakota, ?
Red Goose, Dakota, SD
Red Hail, Dakota, ?
Red Hair, Dakota, ?
Red Hair, Dakota, SD
Red Head, Dakota, ?
Red Hoof, Dakota, ?
Red Horn, Dakota, ND
Red Horse, Dakota, ?
Red House, Navajo, AZ

Red Leaf, Dakota, SD
Red Legs, Dakota, ?
Red Man, Arapaho, WY
Red Man, Cheyenne, MT
Red Neck, Cheyenne, MT
Red Owl, Dakota, SD
Red Owl, Dakota, SD
Red Paint, Dakota, SD
Red Plume, Arapaho, WY
Red Plume, Dakota, ?
Red Robe, Cheyenne, MT
Red Shirt, Dakota, SD
Red Star, Dakota, SD
Red Starr, Dakota, SD
Red Stone, Dakota, ?
Red Thunder, Dakota, ?
Red Tomahawk, Dakota, SD
Red Top, Dakota, ?
Red War Club, Dakota, ?
Red Water Woman, Dakota, ?
Red Water, Dakota, ?
Red Weasel, Dakota, ?
Red Whip, Atsina, MT
Red Willow, Dakota, ?
Red Willow, Dakota, SD
Red Wing, ?, MT
Red Wolf, Crow, MT
Red Wolf, Dakota, SD
Red Woman, Cheyenne, MT
Red, Dakota, ?
Redbead, Cheyenne, MT
Redbeads, Cheyenne, MT
Redbird, Cheyenne, MT
Redbird, Kiowa, OK
Redcloud, Menominee, WI
Reddest, Dakota, SD
Redear Horse, Dakota, SD
RedFeather, Dakota, SD
RedFish, Dakota, SD
Red-man, Cheyenne, MT

REE
Ree, Dakota, SD

RESPECTS
Respects Nothing, Dakota, SD
RETURNS
Returns From War, Dakota, SD

RIB, RIBS
Bear Rib, Dakota, ?
Bear's Rib, Dakota, ?
Rattling Ribs, Dakota, ?

RICH
Rich Bear, Arapaho, WY

RIDE
Ride the Horse, ?, WY

RIDGE
Ridge Bear, Cheyenne, MT

RIGHT
Kills Right, Dakota, SD

RIND
Pumpkin Rind, Dakota, ?

RING, RINGING
Bearing, Arapaho, WY
Ring Bull, Dakota, SD
Ring Thunder, Dakota, ?
Ringing Shield, Dakota, SD
Woodring, ?, OK

RISE, RISING
Rising Sun, Cheyenne, MT
Sunrise, Apache, OK,

RIVER
Knife River, Dakota, ?

ROACH
Long Roach, Cheyenne, MT

ROAD
Badroad, Atsina, MT
Eagle Road, Dakota, SD
Follows the Road, Dakota, ND
Follow-the-Road, Dakota, ND

ROBE
Bear Robe, Dakota, SD
Hard Robe, Cheyenne, MT
Piece of Robe, Dakota, ?
Red Robe, Cheyenne, MT
White Robe, Dakota, ?
Yellow Robe, Dakota, SD

ROCK
Blue Rock, Dakota, ?
High Rock, Dakota, SD
Rock Above, Crow, MT
Rock Roads, Cheyenne, MT
Rock, Menominee, WI
Rocky Mountain, Dakota, SD

ROLLING
Rolling Bull, Cheyenne, MT

ROOM
Makes Room For Them, Dakota, SD

ROOT
Cedar Root, Ojibwa, WI

ROPE, ROPES
Cuts the Ropes, Dakota, ?
Broken Rope, Dakota, SD
Iron Rope, Dakota, SD

ROUGH
Rough Roy, Dakota, ND

ROUND
Round Face, Atsina, MT
Round Face, Crow, MT
Round Stone, Cheyenne, MT
Roundwind, Ojibwa, WI

ROY
Rough Roy, Dakota, ND

RUNS, RUNNER, RUNNING
Bear Runner, Dakota, SD
He that Runs the Bear, Dakota, ?
Horserunner, Dakota, SD
Left Hand Running, Dakota, ?
Old Man Running Bear, Dakota, ?
Rattling Runner, Dakota, ?
Running Bear, Dakota, SD
Running Eagle, Dakota, SD
Running Hawk, Dakota, SD
Running Horse, Dakota, SD
Running Shield, Dakota, SD
Running, Dakota, SD
Runs About, Cheyenne, MT
Runs Above, Cheyenne, MT
Runs Above, Dakota, MT
Runs Above, Dakota, SD
Runs Close to Lodge, Dakota, SD
Runs Close to the Lodge, Dakota, SD
Runs Close to Village, Dakota, SD
Runs Medicine, Arapaho, WY
The Man that Runs in his Tracks, Dakota, ?
The One who Goes Ahead Running, Dakota, ?
The Runner, Dakota, ?
The Young Man Running Bear, Dakota, ?

SACK
Little Sack, Dakota, SD
Porcupine Sack, Dakota, ?

SACRED
Sacred White Buffalo, Dakota, ND

SAGE
Sage, Arapaho, WY

SAND
Sand Crane, Cheyenne, MT

SANTEE
Bad Santee, Dakota, ?

SAVES
Bear Saves Life, Dakota, SD
Saves Life, Dakota, SD

SCABBY
Scabby Face, Dakota, SD

SCOUT
Scout, Dakota, SD

SEATTLE
Seattle, Puyallup, WA

SEE, SEES, SIGHT
Bull in Sight, Crow, MT
Chase in Sight, Dakota, SD
Kills in Sight, Dakota, SD
See Walker, Dakota, ND
Sees Standing, Dakota, SD

SEED
Pumpkin Seed, Dakota, SD

SEEKING
Seeking the Land, Dakota, ?

SELF
Bring Himself, Dakota, ?

SEMINOLE
Seminole, Dakota, SD

SETTING
Setting Eagle, Arapaho, WY

SHADE
Mad Shade, Dakota, ?

SHARP
Sharp Fish, Dakota, SD
Sharp Nose, Cheyenne, MT
SHAVE, SHAVEY
Shave Head, Arapaho, MT
Shave Head, Cheyenne, MT
Shavey Head, Arapaho, WY

SHAWL
Shawl, Dakota, SD

SHAWNEE
Shawnee, ?, WY

SHE; see HER, SHE

SHELL
Eagle Shell, Dakota, ?
Iron Shell, Dakota, ?
Iron Shell, Dakota, SD
Shell, Dakota, SD

SHIELD, SHIELDS
Bear Shield, Dakota, SD
Bigshield, Arapaho, WY
Black Shield, Dakota, ?
Eagle Shield, Dakota, ?
Good Shield, Dakota, SD
Little Shield, Arapaho, WY
Littleshield, Arapaho, WY
Night Shield, Dakota, SD
One that is Afraid of Shield, Dakota, ?
Ringing Shield, Dakota, SD
Running Shield, Dakota, SD
Shield Him, Dakota, SD
Shield, Arapaho, WY
Shields Him, Dakota, SD
Shields, Arapaho, WY
Shields, Dakota, SD
White Shield, Dakota, SD
Whiteshield, Cheyenne, MT

SHINE
Make Shine, Dakota, SD
Makeshine, ?, WY

SHIRT
Bone Shirt, Dakota, SD

SHOE
Wildshoe, Coeur d’Alene, ID

SHORT
Short Bull, Dakota, SD
Short Horn, Dakota, SD
Short Step, Dakota, SD
Shortbull, Dakota, SD
Shortman, Atsina, MT

SHOOTS, SHOOTER, SHOOTING, SHOT
Afraid of Shooting, Dakota, ?
Iron Shooter, Dakota, SD
Good Shot, Dakota, SD
Never Misses a Shot, Dakota, SD
Shot With Arrows, Dakota, SD
Shot With Two Arrows, Dakota, SD
The One who Shoots Walking, Dakota, ?
Uses For Shooting, Dakota, ?
Walking Shooter, Dakota, ?

SHOTGUN
Shotgun, ?, WY

SHOULDER, SHOULDERS
Elk Shoulder, Cheyenne, MT
Poor Shoulder Blade, Dakota, ?
Shoulder Blade, Cheyenne, MT
Shoulder, Dakota, SD
Shoulders, Dakota, SD

SICK
Gosick, Cheyenne, MT

SIDE, SIDED
Iron Sided Bear, Dakota, ?
Living Outside, Dakota, SD
**SING, SINGER**
Grandsinger, Dakota, SD
Gransinder, Dakota, SD
Owl Sing, Dakota, SD
Singer, Dakota, SD

**SILK**
Silk, Dakota, ND,

**SILVER**
Silver, Navajo, AZ

**SIOUX**
Sioux Bob, Dakota, SD
Sioux, Cheyenne, MT
Sioux, Dakota, MT

**SITS, SITTING**
Sits in the Middle, Atsina, MT
Sits Poor, Dakota, SD
Sitting Bull, Arapaho, WY
Sitting Eagle, Arapaho, WY
Sitting Holy, Dakota, SD
Sitting Man, Cheyenne, MT
Sitting Up, Dakota, SD
White Sitting Cow, Dakota, ?

**SIX**
Six Feathers, Dakota, SD
Six Fingers, Cheyenne, MT
Six Toes, Dakota, SD

**SKIN**
Bear Skin Hat, Dakota, ?
Calfskin Coat, Cheyenne, ?
Buckskin, Arapaho, WY

**SKY**
Sky, Ojibwa, WI

**SLEEPING**
Sleeping Bear, Arapaho, WY
Sleeping Bear, Dakota, SD

**SLIM**
Slim, Navajo, AZ

**SLOW**
Slow Bear, Dakota, SD
Slow Heart, Dakota, SD
Sun Goes Slow, Crow, MT

**SMALL**
Kills Small, Dakota, SD
Small Bear, Dakota, SD
Small, Cheyenne, MT
Small, Cree, MT
Smallwood, Dakota, ND
Smallwood, Dakota, SD

**SMART**
Smart, Ojibwa, WI

**SMASHED**
Smashed Ice, Dakota, SD

**SMELLS**
Smells, Crow, MT

**SMITH**
Black Smith, Dakota, SD
Blacksmith, Dakota, SD

**SMOKE**
Lodge Smoke, Dakota, ?
Makes Smoke, Dakota, ?
Smoke, Arapaho, WY

**SNAKE**
Snake, Menominee, WI

**SNOW**
Snow, ?, WI
Snow, Atsina, MT
Snowjack, Chelan, WA
Snowjack, Colville, WA

**SOLDIER**
Afraid of Soldier, Dakota, ?
Bear Soldier, Dakota, ?
Burnt Soldier, Dakota, ?
Chief Soldier, Dakota, ?
Good Soldier, Dakota, ?
Little Soldier, Dakota, SD
Long Soldier, Dakota, SD
Soldier Wolf, Cheyenne, MT
Standing Soldier, Dakota, SD
The Soldier, Dakota, ?
Whirlwind Soldier, Dakota, SD
Wind Soldier, Dakota, ?

SON
Oldson, Dakota, SD

SOUND, SOUNDING
Good Sound Metal, Dakota, ?
Sound of the Flying Lance, Dakota, ND
Pretty Sounding Flute, Dakota, ?

SPEAKS
Speaks, Cheyenne, MT
Speaks, Dakota, MT

SPEAR, SPEARS
Spear, Ojibwa, MN
Spear, Ojibwa, WI

SPIDER
Four Spiders, Dakota, ?
Spider, Dakota, SD

SPLIT
Splitlog, Seneca, OK

SPONGE
Sponge, Cheyenne, MT

SPOON
Spoonhunter, Arapaho, WY

SPOTTED
Black Spotted Horse, Dakota, SD
Blue Spotted, Dakota, ?
Little Spotted Horse, Dakota, SD
Spotted Bear, Atsina, MT
Spotted Bear, Crow, MT
Spotted Bear, Dakota, SD
Spotted Calf, Dakota, SD
Spotted Eagle, Arapaho, WY
Spotted Eagle, Dakota, SD
Spotted Elk, Cheyenne, MT
Spotted Elk, Dakota, SD
Spotted Hawk, Cheyenne, MT
Spotted Horse, Cheyenne, MT
Spotted Horse, Crow, MT
Spotted Horse, Dakota, SD
Spotted Tail, Dakota, SD
Spotted War Bonnet, Dakota, SD
Spotted Wolf, Cheyenne, MT
Spottedraven, Atsina, MT
Young Spotted Tail, Dakota, ?

SPRUCE
Spruce, Ojibwa, WI

SQUIRREL
Squirrel Coat, Dakota, SD
Squirrel, ?, OK

STABBER
Stabber, Dakota, SD

STAFF
Eagle Staff, Dakota, SD

STALK
Cornstalk, Ottawa, MI

STAMPEDE
Not Stampede, Dakota, SD

STANDS, STANDING
Bear Stands High, Dakota, ?
Medicine Cow Standing, Dakota, ?
Standing Bear, ?, WY
Standing Bear, Dakota, SD
Standing Bull, Dakota, SD
Standing Crow, Dakota, ND
Standing Elk, ?, WY
Standing Elk, Cheyenne, MT
Standing Elk, Dakota, SD
Standing Soldier, Dakota, SD
Stands by Him, Dakota, SD
Stands in Timber, Cheyenne, MT
Stands, Dakota, SD

STAR, STAR(S)
Eagle Star, Dakota, SD
Lone Star, Dakota, SD
One Star, Dakota, SD
Red Star, Dakota, SD
Star Boy, Dakota, SD
Star Comes Out, Dakota, SD
Star, Ojibwa, WI
Starr, Dakota, SD
Three Stars, Dakota, SD

STARVING
Starving Bear, Cheyenne, MT

STAY
Don't Stay in Camp, Dakota, ?

STEP, STEPS
Short Step, Dakota, SD
The Man that Steps Far, Dakota, ?

STICK
Stick, Menominee, WI
The One who Took the Stick, Dakota, ?
Two Sticks, Dakota, SD

STIFF
Stiffarm, Atsina, MT

STIRS
The Man that Stirs, Dakota, ?

STOLE
He Who Stole Woman, Dakota, ?

STONE
Black Stone, Dakota, ?
Black Stone, Dakota, SD
Grind Stone, Dakota, ?
Red Stone, Dakota, ?
Round Stone, Cheyenne, MT
Stone, Apache, WI

Stone, Colville, WA
Stone, Menominee, WI
Stone, Ojibwa, MI
Stone, Ojibwa, WI
Stone, Pima, AZ
Stone, Potawatomi, OK
Stone, Tulalip, WA
Walking Stone, Dakota, ?

STRAIGHT
Kills Straight, Dakota, SD
Killstraight, Dakota, SD
Straight, Dakota, ND

STRANGE, STRANGER
Strange Owl, Cheyenne, MT
Strange Owl, Dakota, MT
Strange, Cherokee, OK
Stranger Horse, Dakota, SD
Stranger, Colville, WA

STRETCH
Stretch, Dakota, ND

STRIKE, STRIKER, STRUCK
Old Strike, Dakota, ?
Strike, Spokane, WA
Striker, Menominee, WI
Struck, Dakota, SD

STURGEON
Sturgeon, Ottawa, MI

SUMMER
Summer Black Coal, Arapaho, WY

SUN
Little Sun, Cheyenne, MT
Rising Sun, Cheyenne, MT
Sun Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Sun Goes Slow, Crow, MT
Sunday, Cherokee, OK
Sunrise, Apache, OK,
Sunroad, Arapaho, WY
SURROUND
Surrounds It, Dakota, SD

SWALLOW
Swallow, ?, WY
Swallow, Cheyenne, MT
Swallow, Dakota, SD
Young Swallow, Crow, MT

SWAMP
Swamp, Oneida, WI

SWAN
Swan, Cayuse, ID
Swan, Coeur d’Alene, ID
Swan, Colville, WA
Swan, Ojibwa, MT
Swan, Salish, ID
Swan, Umatilla, ID
White Swan, Dakota, ?

SWIFT
Head Swift, Cheyenne, MT
Headswift, Cheyenne, MT
Swift Bird, Dakota, SD
Swift Crockery, Dakota, SD
Swift Hawk, Dakota, SD
Swift, ?, OK
Swift, ?, WY
Swift, Dakota, SD

SWIM, SWIMMER
Swimmer, Dakota, SD
Swimtaken, Colville, WA
Swimtaken, Okanagan, WA

TAIL, TAILED, TAILS
Bird Tail, Arapaho, WY
Bird Tail, Atsina, WY
Bird Tail, Shoshoni, WY
Black Tail Deer, Dakota, SD
Bob Tail Boat, Dakota, SD
Bobtail Tiger, Dakota, ?
Bob-Tailed Crow, Dakota, ?
Bobtailed Goose, Dakota, ?
Bull Tail, Crow, MT
Deer Tail, Dakota, ?
Enemy with Tail, Dakota, ?
Few Tails, ?, ?
Few Tales, Dakota, SD
Fire Tail, Dakota, ?
Spotted Tail, Dakota, SD
Tail Feather, Siksika, MT
Tail, Dakota, SD
Two Tails, Dakota, ?
White Tail, Dakota, ?
With Tail, Dakota, ?
Young Spotted Tail, Dakota, ?

TAKES, TOOK, TAKEN
Swimtaken, Colville, WA
Swimtaken, Okanagan, WA
Takes Horse, Dakota, SD
Takes the Bow, Atsina, MT
The One who Took the Stick, Dakota, ?

TALL
Tall Bull, Cheyenne, MT
Tall Mandan, Dakota, SD
Tall White Man, Cheyenne, MT

TEETH, TOOTH
Bear’s Tooth, Dakota, ?
Blue Teeth, Dakota, ?
Iron Teeth, Dakota, SD
Teeth, Cheyenne, MT
Two Teeth, Dakota, SD
Wolf Tooth, Cheyenne, MT

TELLS, TELLER
The Man who Tells the Truth, Dakota, ?
Truth Teller, Dakota, ?

TEMPERED
Bad Tempered Bear, Dakota, ?

TEMPLE
White Temple, Dakota, ND
White Temple, Ojibwa, ND

TEN
Ten Fingers, Dakota, SD
THEM
Makes Room For Them, Dakota, SD

THIGH, THIGHS
Four Thighs, Dakota, ?
Middle Thigh, Dakota, ?
No Thigh, Dakota, ?
Wooden Thigh, Cheyenne, MT

THIN
Thin Elk, Dakota, SD

THING
Not Afraid of Anything, Dakota, ?

THREE
Three Fingers, Cheyenne, MT
Three Stars, Dakota, SD

THROWS
Throws First, Arapaho, WY

THUNDER
Bear Thunder, Dakota, ?
Blue Thunder, Dakota, SD
Brave Thunder, Dakota, ?
Charging Thunder, Dakota, SD
Crazy Thunder, Dakota, SD
Fire Thunder, Dakota, ?
Fire Thunder, Dakota, SD
Good Thunder, Dakota, ?
Hail Thunder, Dakota, ?
Iron Thunder, Dakota, ?
Killed by Thunder, Dakota, ?
Left Hand Thunder, Dakota, ?
Left-Handed Thunder, Dakota, ?
Little Thunder, Dakota, SD
Poor Thunder, Dakota, SD
Red Thunder, Dakota, ?
Ring Thunder, Dakota, ?
Thunder Hawk, Dakota, SD
Thunder Horse, Dakota, SD
Thunder Man, Dakota, ?
Thunder, Dakota, SD
Thunder, Winnebago, WI

Thunderbull, Dakota, SD
Thundercloud, Winnebago, WI
Walking Thunder, Dakota, ?
White Thunder, Dakota, SD
White Thunder, Siksika, ?
Yellow Thunder, Dakota, SD

TIGER
Black Tiger, Dakota, ?
Bobtail Tiger, Dakota, ?
Tiger, Dakota, ND
Tiger, Dakota, SD
Tiger, Seminole, OK

TIMBER
Chasing In Timber, Dakota, SD
Chasing Timber, Dakota, SD
Stands in Timber, Cheyenne, MT

TOBACCO
Tobacco, Cheyenne, MT
Tobacco, Dakota, SD

TOES
Six Toes, Dakota, SD

TOMAHAWK
Blue Tomahawk, Dakota, ?
Black Tomahawk, Dakota, SD
Red Tomahawk, Dakota, SD

TOP, TOPPING
Pretty on Top, Crow, MT
Medicine Top, Cheyenne, MT
Red Top, Dakota, ?
Top Bear, Dakota, SD
Top Man, Arapaho, ?
Topping, Ojibwa, WI

TORTILLA
Tortilla, Apache, CA

TRACK, TRACKS
Beartrack, Cherokee, OK
Beartrack, Cheyenne, OK
Beartrack, Kiowa, OK
Good Track, Dakota, ?
Medicine Bear Track, Dakota, ?
The Man that Runs in his Tracks, Dakota, ?

**TRAIL**
Dog Trail, Dakota, SD

**TREE, TREES**
On the Trees, Dakota, ?
White Tree, Dakota, SD

**TRIGGER**
One Trigger, Dakota, ?

**TROUBLE**
First in Trouble, Dakota, SD

**TRUE, TRUST, TRUTH**
The Man who Tells the Truth, Dakota, ?
True Blood, Dakota, SD
Trust, Dakota, ?
Truth Teller, Dakota, ?

**TURKEY**
Turkey, Dakota, SD

**TURNS, TURN(ING,**
Turning Bear, Dakota, SD
Turning Wing, Dakota, ?
Turns Crooked, Dakota, ?
Turns Plenty, Crow, MT

**TURTLE**
Old Turtle, Dakota, ?

**TUSK**
Bear Tusk, Cheyenne, MT
Beartusk, Crow, MT

**TWEET**
Tweet, Dakota, SD

**TWICE, TWO**
Kill Two, Dakota, ?
Looks Twice, Dakota, SD

Shot With Two Arrows, Dakota, SD
Two Bear, Dakota, SD
Two Bears, Dakota, ND
Two Birds, Dakota, ?
Two Bulls, Cheyenne, MT
Two Bulls, Dakota, SD
Two Calf, Dakota, ?
Two Charger, Dakota, SD
Two Crow, Dakota, SD
Two Dogs, Dakota, SD
Two Eagles, Dakota, SD
Two Elk, Dakota, SD
Two Feathers, Cheyenne, MT
Two Heart, Dakota, SD
Two Sticks, Dakota, SD
Two Tails, Dakota, ?
Two Teeth, Dakota, SD
Two Two, Cheyenne, MT
Two Two, Dakota, MT
Two Two, Dakota, SD
Two-Beard, Dakota, ND
Twobirds, Ojibwa, WI
Twobulls, Cheyenne, MT
Twohorse, Dakota, SD

**TWIN**
The Twin, Dakota, ?
Twin, Cheyenne, MT
Twin, Dakota, ND

**TWIST**
Twist, Dakota, SD

**UNDER**
Under Bear, Siksika, MT
Underbaggage, Dakota, SD
Underwood, Arapaho, WY
Underwood, Shoshoni, WY
Walks Under the Ground, Dakota, SD

**UP**
Hangs Up, Dakota, ?
Jump Up, Dakota, ?
Covers Up, Dakota, SD
Sitting Up, Dakota, SD
Upon the Hill, Dakota, ?
USE, USES
Useful Heart, Dakota, ?
Uses For Shooting, Dakota, ?

VERMILLION
Vermillion, Atsina, ND
Vermillion, Dakota, ND

VILLAGE
Runs Close to Village, Dakota, SD
Village Center, Dakota, ND

VISITOR
Long Visitor, Dakota, SD

VOICE
Coarse Voice, Dakota, ?
Crow with a Good Voice, Dakota, ?
Dog's Voice, Dakota, ?
Iron Voice, Dakota, ?
Little Voice, Dakota, ?
Crow Good Voice, Dakota, SD
Good Voice, Dakota, SD
Good Voice Elk, Dakota, SD
Good Voice Flute, Dakota, SD
Medicine Voice, Dakota, ?

WADING
Wading Water, Dakota, ?

WALK, WALKS, WALKER, WALKING
Crazy Walking, Dakota, ?
Dog Walking, Dakota, ?
Fast Walker, Dakota, ?
Hangs in Walking, Dakota, ?
High Walker, Cheyenne, MT
Highwalker, Cheyenne, MT
Man that Walks under the Ground, Dakota, ?
See Walker, Dakota, ND
The One who Rattles as he Walks, Dakota, ?
Walk Out of the Way, Dakota, ?
Walker, Arapaho, WY
Walker, Caddo, OK
Walker, Creek, OK
Walker, Dakota, ND
Walker, Dakota, SD
Walker, Ojibwa, MI
Walker, Ottawa, MI
Walker, Seminole, OK
Walking Crane, Dakota, ?
Walking Crow, Dakota, SD
Walking Eagle, Dakota, SD
Walking Elk, Dakota, ?
Walking Hawk, Dakota, ?
Walking Hunter, Dakota, ?
Walking in Water, Dakota, ?
Walking Iron, Dakota, ?
Walking Shooter, Dakota, ?
Walking Stone, Dakota, ?
Walking Thunder, Dakota, ?
Walking Warrior, Dakota, ?
Walking with Iron, Dakota, ?
Walking, Dakota, SD
Walkinghorse, Cheyenne, MT
Walks Easy, Cheyenne, MT
Walks Holy, Dakota, SD
Walks Last, Cheyenne, MT
Walks Out, Dakota, SD
Walks Under the Ground, Dakota, SD
WalksOut, Cheyenne, MT
White Cow Walking, Dakota, ?
White Crane Walking, Dakota, SD
Young White Bull, Dakota, ?

WALLOWING
Wallowing Bull, Arapaho, WY

WAR, WARRIOR
Dog from War, Dakota, ?
Going to War, Dakota, ?
Kills Warrior, Dakota, SD
Long Warrior, Dakota, SD
Loves War, Dakota, SD
Red War Club, Dakota, ?
Returns From War, Dakota, SD
Spotted War Bonnet, Dakota, SD
Walking Warrior, Dakota, ?
War Bonnet, Dakota, SD
Warbass, Lummi, WA
Warrior, Dakota, SD

**WATER**
Kills in Water, Dakota, SD
Murmuring Water, Dakota, ?
No Water, Dakota, SD
Red Water Woman, Dakota, ?
Red Water, Dakota, ?
Wading Water, Dakota, ?
Whitewater, Kickapoo, OK

**WAY**
Clear the Way, Dakota, ?
Walk Out of the Way, Dakota, ?

**WEARS**
Wears the Eagle, Dakota, ?

**WEASEL**
Red Weasel, Dakota, ?
Weasel Bear, Cheyenne, MT
Weasel Bear, Dakota, MT
Weasel Bear, Dakota, SD
Weasel Elk, Dakota, ?
Weasel, Siksika, WA
White Weasel, Dakota, ?
Whiteweasel, Atsina, MT

**WED**
Yellowwed, Nisqually, WA

**WELL**
Crowwell, Apache, AZ
Fights Well Known, Crow, MT

**WHIP, WHIPPER**
Red Whip, Atsina, MT
Whipper, Dakota, ?

**WHIPPOORWILL**
Whippoorwill, Dakota, ?

**WHIRLWIND**
Grey Whirlwind, Dakota, ?
Charging Whirlwind, Dakota, SD
Little Whirl Wind, Cheyenne, MT
Littlewhirlwind, Cheyenne, MT
Little Whirlwind, Dakota, SD
Pretty Whirlwind, Dakota, ?
Whirlwind Dog, Dakota, ?
Whirlwind Horse, Dakota, SD
Whirlwind Soldier, Dakota, SD
Whirlwind, Dakota, SD
White Whirlwind, Dakota, SD

**WHISKEY**
Whiskey, Dakota, ?

**WHISTLE, WHISTLER**
Elk Whistle, Dakota, ?
Whistler, Dakota, SD
Whistling Elk, Cheyenne, MT

**WHITE**
BigFootwhite, Cheyenne, MT
Bigwhitefoot, Cheyenne, MT
Black White Man, Dakota, ?
Black White, Dakota, ?
Chief White Man, Siksika, ?
Good White Man, Dakota, ?
High White Man, Dakota, SD
Iron White Man, Dakota, SD
Little White Man, Cheyenne, MT
Little White Man, Dakota, SD
Littlewhite, Cheyenne, MT
Man White Cow, Dakota, ?
Plenty White, Dakota, ?
Sacred White Buffalo, Dakota, ND
Tall White Man, Cheyenne, MT
The Medicine White Man, Dakota, ?
White Antelope, Arapaho, MT
White Antelope, Cheyenne, MT
White Bear Claws, Dakota, SD
White Bear, Dakota, SD
White Bird, Cheyenne, MT
White Bird, Dakota, SD
White Bird, Ojibwa, WI
White Black Bird, Dakota, ?
White Buffalo Chief, Dakota, SD
White Buffalo Cow, Dakota, ?
White Buffalo Walker, Dakota, ?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>White Buffalo, Dakota, SD</th>
<th>White Mouse, Dakota, SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White Bull, Dakota, ND</td>
<td>White Owl, Dakota, ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Bull, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White Plume, Arapaho, WY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Butterfly, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White Plume, Dakota, SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Calf, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White Rabbit, Dakota, SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Cloud, Dakota, ND</td>
<td>White Robe, Dakota, ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Cow Eagle, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>White Shield, Dakota, SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Cow Killer, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White Shirt, Cheyenne, MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Cow Walking, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>White Sitting Cow, Dakota, ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Cow, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>White Swan, Dakota, ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Crane Walker, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>White Tail, Dakota, ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Crane Walking, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White Temple, Dakota, ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Crane, Cheyenne, MT</td>
<td>White Temple, Ojibwa, ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Crow, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White Thunder, Dakota, SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Deer, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>White Thunder, Siksika, ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Dirt, Cheyenne, MT</td>
<td>White Tree, Dakota, SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Dog, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>White Weasel, Dakota, ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Dress, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White Whirlwind, Dakota, SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Eagle, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>White Wolf, Cheyenne, MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Eagle, Dakota, ND</td>
<td>White Wolf, Dakota, SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Eagle, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White Wolf, Dakota?, MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Elk, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>White, Atsina, WY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Eyes, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White, Cherokee, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Face, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White, Colville, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Faced Bull, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>White, Crow, MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Feather, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White, Dakota, ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Feather, Ojibwa, WI</td>
<td>White, Dakota, SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Fox, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>White, Kiowa, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Hair, Arapaho, WY</td>
<td>White, Kootenai, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Hand, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>White, Menominee, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Hat, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White, Mohawk, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Hawk, Cheyenne, MT</td>
<td>White, Nez Perce, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Hawk, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White, Ojibwa, MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Horse, Arapaho, ?</td>
<td>White, Ojibwa, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Horse, Cheyenne, MT</td>
<td>White, Pima, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Horse, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White, Puyallup, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Lance, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>White, Shoshoni, WY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Light, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>White, Umpqua, OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Lungs, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>White, Yakima, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Maggot, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>Whitebead, Caddo, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Magpie, Dakota, SD</td>
<td>Whitebigfoot, Cheyenne, MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Man, Arapaho, WY</td>
<td>Whitebird, Cheyenne, MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Man, Dakota, ?</td>
<td>Whitebird, Menominee, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Moon, Cheyenne, MT</td>
<td>Whitebird, Ojibwa, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountain, ?, SD</td>
<td>Whitebird, Quapaw, OK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Whitebuffalo, Cheyenne, MT
Whitebull, Arapaho, WY
Whitecrane, Cheyenne, MT
Whitedead, Caddo, OK,
Whitedeagle, Menominee, WI
WhiteFace, Dakota, SD
WhiteFish, Menominee, WI
Whitewolf, Cheyenne, MT
Whitemouse, Dakota, ?
Whiteplume, ?, WY
Whiteshield, Cheyenne, MT
Whiteshift, Cheyenne, MT
Whitewater, Kiowa, OK
Whiteman, Arapaho, WY
Whitemoon, Cheyenne, MT
Whitemouse, Dakota, ?
Whitemanie, Dakota, SD

WHOLE
Bores A Whole, Dakota, SD

WICKED
Wicked Bear, Dakota, ?

WILD
Black Wild Cat, Dakota, ?
Wild Bear, Dakota, ?
Wild Hog, Dakota, ?
Wildshoe, Coeur d’Alene, ID

WILLOW
Red Willow, Dakota, SD
Willow Bark, Dakota, ?
Willow Pack, Dakota, ?
Willow, Arapaho, WY

WIND
Cloud Wind, Dakota, ?
Good Wind, Dakota, ?
Grey Whirlwind, Dakota, ?
Hears the Wind, Dakota, ?
Iron Wind, Dakota, ?
Listening to the Wind, Dakota, ?
Roundwind, Ojibwa, WI

WOLF
Bigwolf, Colville, Canada
Bigwolf, Colville, WA
Bigwolf, Okanagan, WA
Black Wolf, Cheyenne, MT
Black Wolf, Dakota, MT
Blackwolf, Arapaho, WY
Blackwolf, Cheyenne, MT
Fast Wolf, Dakota, SD
Graywolf, Choctaw, NM
High Wolf, Dakota, ?
Little Wolf Eagle, Dakota, SD
Little Wolf, Arapaho, ?
Little Wolf, Dakota, SD
Lone Wolf, Cheyenne, MT
Lone Wolf, Dakota, ND
Lone Wolf, Dakota, SD
Long Wolf, Dakota, SD
Old Wolf, Cheyenne, MT
Plenty Wolf, Dakota, SD
Red Wolf, Crow, MT
Red Wolf, Dakota, SD

WINTER, WINTERS
Chase in Winter, Dakota, SD
Winter, Dakota, SD
Winters, Ojibwa, WI

WISE, WISER
Wise, Seminole, OK
Wiser, ?, MI

WIT
Makewit, ?, WI

WICKED
Soldier Wolf, Cheyenne, MT
Spotted Wolf, Cheyenne, MT
White Wolf, Cheyenne, MT
White Wolf, Dakota, SD
White Wolf, Dakota?, MT
Wolf Black, Arapaho, WY
Wolf Black, Cheyenne, MT
Wolf Chief, Dakota, ?
Wolf Chum, Cheyenne, MT
Wolf Fat, Arapaho, WY
Wolf Fatman, Cheyenne, MT
Wolf Guts, Dakota, SD
Wolf Moccasin, Dakota, ?
Wolf Name, Cheyenne, MT
Wolf Necklace, Dakota, ?
Wolf Tooth, Cheyenne, MT
Wolf, Arapaho, WY
Wolf, Caddo, OK,
Wolf, Cheyenne, MT
Wolf, Dakota, ?
Wolf, Menominee, WI
Wolf, Ojibwa, WI
Wolf, Potawatomi, OK
Wolfbear, Arapaho, WY
Wolfblack, Dakota, MT
Wolfear, Cheyenne, MT
Wolfmang, Arapaho, WY
Yellow Wolf, Colville, WA
Yellow Wolf, Dakota, SD
Yellow-Wolf, Colville, WA

**WOMAN**
He Who Stole Woman, Dakota, ?
Left Hand Woman, Dakota, ?
Mysterious Woman, Dakota, ?
Pretty Woman, Dakota, ?
Red Woman, Cheyenne, MT
Red Water Woman, Dakota, ?
Woman Dress, Dakota, SD
Woman, Dakota, ?
Woman's Hip, Dakota, ?

**WOOD, WOODEN**
Bear in the Wood, Dakota, ?
Cotton Wood, Dakota, ?
Drag Wood, Dakota, ?

Good Wood, Dakota, ?
Lookwood, Cherokee, OK
Smallwood, Dakota, ND
Smallwood, Dakota, SD
Underwood, Arapaho, WY
Underwood, Shoshoni, WY
Wood Piler, Dakota, ?
Wood, Kiowa, OK
Wood, Ojibwa, MN
Wood, Ojibwa, WI
Wood, Seminole, OK
Woodcock, Salish, MT
Wooden Horn, Dakota, ?
Wooden Legs, Cheyenne, MT
Wooden Thigh, Cheyenne, MT
Woodring, ?, OK

**WOUND, WOUNDS, WOUNDED**
Hard to Wound, Dakota, ?
Little Wound, Dakota, ?
Little Wounded, Dakota, ?
Bad Wound, Dakota, SD
Plenty Wounds, Dakota, SD
Wounded Arrow, Dakota, SD
Wounded Belly, Dakota, SD
Wounded Eye, Cheyenne, MT
Wounded Face, Dakota, ?
Wounded Foot, Dakota, SD
Wounded Head, Dakota, SD
Wounded Head, Siksika, ?
Wounded Knee, Dakota, ?
Wounded Mouth, Dakota, ?
Wounded, Dakota, SD

**WRINKLED**
Wrinkled Face, Dakota, ?

**YANKTON**
Yankton, Dakota, SD

**YANKTONAI**
Yanktonai, Dakota, SD

**YEARLING**
Yearling, Siksika, ?
YELLOW
Bad Yellow Hair, Dakota, SD
Bear with Yellow Ears, Dakota, ?
Little Yellow Hair, Cheyenne, MT
Little Yellow Liver, Dakota, ?
Yellow Back, Dakota, ?
Yellow Ball, Dakota, ?
Yellow Bear, ?, WY
Yellow Bear, Dakota, SD
Yellow Bird, Dakota, SD
Yellow Boy, Dakota, SD
Yellow Breast, Dakota, ?
Yellow Bull, Dakota, SD
Yellow Cloud, Dakota, SD
Yellow Dog, Dakota, ?
Yellow Eagle, Dakota, ?
Yellow Elk, Dakota, SD
Yellow Eye, Dakota, ?
Yellow Eyes, Cheyenne, MT
Yellow Eyes, Dakota, SD
Yellow Face, Dakota, SD
Yellow Fat, Dakota, ND
Yellow Fat, Dakota, ND
Yellow Fox, Cheyenne, MT
Yellow Fox, Dakota, MT
Yellow Hair, Cheyenne, MT
Yellow Hair, Dakota, SD
Yellow Hair, Dakota, ND
Yellow Hawk, Dakota, SD
Yellow Horn, Dakota, ?
Yellow Horse, Arapaho, WY
Yellow Horse, Dakota, SD
Yellow Liver, Dakota, ?
Yellow Lodge, Dakota, ND
Yellow Man, Dakota, ?
Yellow Nose, Cheyenne, MT
Yellow Owl, Dakota, ?
Yellow Owl, Siksika, MT
Yellow Plume, Arapaho, WY
Yellow Robe, Dakota, SD
Yellow Thunder, Dakota, SD
Yellow Wolf, Colville, WA
Yellow Wolf, Dakota, SD
Yelloweyes, Cheyenne, MT
Yellowhorse, Cheyenne, MT
Yellowhorse, Navajo, AZ

Yellowwed, Nisqually, WA
Yellow-Wolf, Colville, WA

YOUNG
Young Bear, Dakota, SD
Young Bird, Cheyenne, MT
Young Black Eye, Dakota, ?
Young Eagle, Dakota, ND
Young Fire Heart, Dakota, ?
Young Man Afraid of his Horses, Dakota, ?
Young Man Running Bear, Dakota, ?
Young Spotted Tail, Dakota, ?
Young Swallow, Crow, MT
Young White Bull, Dakota, ?
Young, Cherokee, OK
Young, Dakota, SD
Young, Maricopa, AZ
Young, Ojibwa, MI
Young, Ojibwa, WI
Young, Okanagan, WA
Young, Puyallup, WA
Young, Tulalip, WA
Youngbear, Cheyenne, MT

ZERO
Zero, Ojibwa, WI

ZUNI
Zuni, Isleta, NM
Zuni, Zuni, NM
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